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Abstract: As part of the Southeast United States based Studies of Emissions & Atmospheric 
Composition, Clouds & Climate Coupling by Regional Surveys (SEAC
4
RS), and collinear
with part of the Southeast Atmosphere Study (SAS), the University of Wisconsin High 
Spectral Resolution Lidar (UW-HSRL) system was deployed to the University of Alabama 
from June 19
th
 through November 4
th
, 2013. With a collocated Aerosol Robotic NETwork
(AERONET) sun photometer, a nearby Chemical Speciation Network (PM2.5) measurement 
station, and near daily ozonesonde releases for the August-September SEAC
4
RS campaign,
the site allowed the region‟s first comprehensive diurnal monitoring of aerosol particle 
vertical structure. A 532 nm lidar ratio of 55 sr provided good closure between aerosol 
backscatter and AERONET Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT). A principle component 
analysis was performed to identify key modes of variability in aerosol backscatter. “Fair 
weather” days exhibited classic planetary boundary layer (PBL) structure of a mixed layer 
accounting for ~50% of AOT and an entrainment zone providing another 25%. An additional 
5-15% of variance is gained from the lower free troposphere from either convective 
detrainment or frequent intrusions of Western United States biomass burning smoke. 
Generally aerosol particles were contained below the 0
o
 C level, a common level of stability
in convective regimes. However, occasional strong injections of smoke to the upper 
troposphere were also observed, accounting for the remaining 10-15% variability in AOT. 
Examples of these common modes of variability in frontal and convective regimes are 
presented, demonstrating why AOT often has only a weak relationship to surface PM2.5 
concentration. 
Correspondence to: J. S. Reid Naval Research Laboratory, 7 Grace Hopper St. Stop 2. 
Monterey, CA 93943; 1 (831) 656-4725; jeffrey.reid@nrlmry.navy.mil 
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1.0 Introduction 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Studies of Emissions & 
Atmospheric Composition, Clouds & Climate Coupling by Regional Surveys (SEAC
4
RS;
Toon et al., 2016) was a mission to compressively examine the multifaceted North American 
convection, air chemistry and radiation environments. Conducted in August and September 
2013, the SEAC
4
RS mission performed operations over much of North America, from the
Gulf of Mexico to Canada, and the Pacific Ocean to the Carolinas. True to its name, the 
SEAC
4
RS mission design was multi-disciplinary, combining aerosol, chemistry, convection
and radiation elements to support NASA objectives on climate research and monitoring the 
atmosphere from space. Three aircraft were deployed (the NASA DC-8 and ER2, and the 
SPEC LearJet), ground sites established and modeling simulations were conducted for a 
mission timed to observe the peak and subsequent decrease of Southeast United States 
(SEUS) haze and convection season as well as coincide with wild and agricultural biomass 
burning emissions. The SEAC
4
RS deployment complimented the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA) June-July 
Southeast Atmospheric Study (SAS) deployments with its own P-3 aircraft and ground site 
designed to study the development of SEUS haze. Between these missions, the aerosol 
environment of the SEUS was examined in unprecedented detail.  
As part of SEAC
4
RS, a ground network was deployed across the SEUS to provide context to
research flights (Toon et al., 2016). Components included a synoptic Aerosol Robotic 
Network (AERONET; Holben et al., 1998) of sun photometers, and Southeast American 
Consortium for Intensive Ozonesonde Network Study (SEACIONS) ozonesonde sites (Toon 
et al., 2016). The ground network included the June 18 – November 4, 2013 deployment of 
the University of Wisconsin (UW) Space Sciences and Engineering Center (SSEC) 532 nm 
high spectral resolution lidar (HSRL) to the University of Alabama Huntsville (UAH) 
National Space Sciences Technology Center (NSSTC) Regional Atmospheric Profiling 
Center for Discovery (RAPCD) lidar facility. Sponsored by the NASA Cloud-Aerosol Lidar 
and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) science team as a contribution to 
SEAC
4
RS, the UW HSRL provided the first ever direct measurements of diurnal aerosol
particle and cloud backscatter coefficients in the SEUS. Such information is critical in 
understanding aerosol behavior, and making progress regarding the observability of surface 
air quality, cloud condensation nuclei and aerosol radiative effects. Such data is also useful 
regarding our understanding of aerosol and cloud particle size and optical properties.  
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Many of the SEAC
4
RS objectives have strong dependencies on the vertical dimension of
aerosol properties. Certainly, for “North American polluted environments,” scientists have 
long reported on the overall nature of aerosol layering in the boundary layer and lower free 
troposphere (e.g., Uthe, 1972; Kunkel et al., 1977; Cohn and Angevine, 2000; Clarke et al., 
2007; Shinozuka et al., 2008; Thornhill et al., 2008; Su et al., 2008; Berg et al., 2009; 
Kassianov et al., 2010; Chu et al., 2015). Progress from demonstration cases to systematic 
observation and prediction requires an in-depth understanding of the processes of the aerosol 
system, and in particular an establishment of what the free parameter space in the 
environment truly is. Accurate characterization of diurnal variability in aerosol vertical 
distribution is critical in relating remote sensing signals to aerosol properties and lifecycles 
(e.g., Forchessatto et al., 2001; Henne et al., 2004; Guinot 2006; Chou et al., 2007; Pal et al., 
2014; Toth et al., 2014). Attention should also be paid to cleaner conditions when aerosol-
cloud sensitivities are largest and aerosol measurement signal-to-noise is lowest. In these 
regards, measurement of the diurnal vertical distribution of aerosol particles in the SEUS has 
been elusive. While CALIPSO has been providing day and night vertical profiles, the data are 
spatially sparse due to its 22
o
 orbit and profiles are also relatively noisy in the mixed layer.
Poor signal to noise for deep but low concentration extinction layers is also problematic, even 
if overall layer Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) is moderately high. Airborne HSRL and other 
in situ measurements, while providing significant improvements and high signal to noise, are 
limited in duration. Other ground based lidar deployments in the region are not optimized for 
thin aerosol layers. The UW-HSRL lidar deployed to Huntsville is sensitive to aerosol 
backscatter and thus provided an opportunity for a summer observation aerosol particle 
vertical profiles.  
The primary purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the summertime 2013 UW-
HSRL deployment to Huntsville and offer the necessary context to a number of other ongoing 
efforts to explore the aerosol and cloud environment during the SEAC
4
RS and SAS missions.
Notably, through the demonstration of the dominate modes of variability in aerosol vertical 
distribution this effort provides phenomenological context for challenging aerosol 
applications such as regional air quality, aerosol layering processes, cirrus clouds, and 
ultimately model assimilation. Here we give an introductory overview of the deployment 
including a thorough description of the UW-HSRL and other available datasets collocated at 
the site in Section 2.  Included is a discussion of derived HSRL parameters and the natural 
variability of the vertical profile as provided by an objective Principal Component Analysis 
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(PCA).  This is followed by findings regarding regional variability in aerosol vertical 
distribution over the study period in Section 3. An example of a canonical “fair weather day” 
is used to denote recurring aerosol vertical features followed by a deployment time series that 
illustrates day to day variability. Three additional canonical examples of important aerosol 
environments are provided with their own discussion showing the complexity of aerosol 
particle vertical distribution in Section 4: 1) a polluted summertime convective environment; 
2) the passage of an early autumn frontal feature; and 3)  the most significant biomass
burning event to be transported over the site. We finally close with a summary, and outline 
ongoing efforts to further exploit this dataset in Section 5. 
2.0 METHODS 
Significant amounts of data complemented the UW-HSRL deployed to the UAH RAPCD 
lidar facility, from June 19
th
 through November 4
th
, 2013. In context, the core SEAC
4
RS
mission airborne operations period out of Houston TX occurred August 9
th
 through
September 23
rd
, 2013 (Toon et al., 2016). The UW-HSRL deployment also coincided with a
portion of the NOAA WP-3D airborne operations for SAS (e.g., Wagner et al., 2015) 
conducted in June and July 2013. In the following subsections, specifics of the UW-HSRL 
system and a description of the Huntsville site and other ancillary remote sensing and 
modeling data are provided. In the Section‟s final subsection, we describe the baseline 
performance of the UW-HSRL system and the natural modes of variability in vertical 
distribution of aerosol backscatter. 
2.1 UW HSRL Lidar System 
HSRL systems generate calibrated measurements of aerosol or cloud particle backscatter 
cross-section.  For environments of sufficient signal to noise, volumetric light extinction 
coefficients can be derived. As outlined in Shipley et al., (1983), Eloranta (2005) and Hair et 
al. (2008), this is done by the HSRL‟s technology of separately measuring the Cabannes-
Brillioun scattering (molecular scattering without the Rotational Raman component normally 
included in the Rayleigh cross-section) and total scattering (particle + all molecular). In short, 
this is accomplished by exploiting the fact that the molecular backscatter is wavelength 
broadened due to Doppler shifts in rapidly moving/rotating molecules whereas particle 
scattering does not have such a pronounced effect. By means of a measurement of total return 
and total return minus the exact emitting wavelength through the use of a narrow notch filter, 
one can isolate molecular backscatter from total backscatter. Using Rayleigh scattering theory 
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and an atmospheric temperature and density profile, the measured molecular signal provides 
a known target at each altitude from which the particulate backscatter cross-section can be 
determined. If sufficient signal exists, particulate extinction cross-section is provided by 
calculating the slope of the measured molecular return; corrected for the molecular 
attenuation (Eloranta, 2005). The lidar ratio (Sa), or extinction-to-backscatter ratio, can also 
then be derived if sufficient signal to noise exists (See section 2.4 for a more thorough 
discussion). The lidar ratio is related to the size, composition and habit of the aerosol and 
cloud particles. Additionally the HSRL measures the aerosol/cloud depolarization ratio, with 
values greater than 25% (mean ~40%) are indicative of ice clouds or dust (e.g., Liu et al., 
2004).  Low values indicating spherical particles and intermediate values (i.e. ~10%) 
indicating a mix of spherical and non-spherical particles or sometimes indicating non-
spherical cores within biomass burning smoke particles (e.g., Burton et al., 2012).  
The UW HSRL system deployed for the SEAC
4
RS campaign to the UAH RAPCD facility at
Huntsville, AL, was hardened for continuous use. The transmitting laser was a diode-pumped, 
intracavity, frequency doubled Nd-YAG lase at 532 nm, with 200 mW average power, and a 
pulse repetition rate of 4 kHz. The laser beam was transmitted through a 40 cm receiving 
afocal telescope in a transceiver configuration (that is, the same telescope manages emission 
and receiving). This arrangement simplifies the task of aligning the transmitted beam and the 
receiver field of view (FOV), and allows the system to operate with a 100 microradian (full 
angle) FOV, improving signal to noise. A second 2.5 cm diameter/1 milliradian FOV 
telescope sat behind the secondary mirror fiber coupled to a 3rd
 
iodine absorption channel 
providing a wide (WFOV) molecular channel. In this configuration, the receiver detectors 
consisted of 3 iodine absorption channels, aka „molecular‟ channels, one combined or „total 
scattering‟ channel and one cross-polarized channel. The molecular channel with the 1 mrad 
WFOV was used to correct for the system geometric factor. The geometric factor arises from 
the receiver being out of focus for ranges less then ~4km. For precise extinction 
measurements below 4 km the WFOV channel allows for periodic calibration of the 
geometric factor without requiring clear sky conditions. For 532 nm depolarization, outgoing 
laser pulse is linearly polarized. A polarizing beam splitter in the receiver was used to 
separate the parallel and perpendicular returned signals in the combined channel with each 
polarization having its own detector. The relative gain and cross talk of the two channels was 
measured off line and has proven to be stable.  
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The UW HSRL operated near continuously from June 19
th
 through November 3
rd
, 2013, with
notable outages from August 20
th
 -22
nd
 and September 13
th
-17
th
. The system provided aerosol
backscatter and depolarization every 1 minute at 30 meter resolution. Figures in this paper of 
aerosol backscatter draw from this dataset.  For quantitative analysis in this overview paper, 
data was aggregated to 90 m vertical and 15 min except where noted (for spatial and temporal 
aggregation, separate retrievals are required). Due to uncertainties near the lidar aperture, 
data in the very near field (<200 m) was not used in the analysis, but rather assumed constant 
below the 200 AGL level when column integration was necessary. Clouds were flagged via a 
backscatter cross-section threshold algorithm, where empirical thresholds were determined 
from backscatter and depolarization statistics for the entire field campaign and via expert 
inspection of lidar images. Also generated for this data set was a mixed layer height product 
based on Piironen and Eloranta (1995). This method is based on the assumption that the first 
observed significant peak in aerosol backscatter corresponds to the maximum in relative 
humidity at the top of a well-behaved mixed layer. 
All UW HSRL observations used in this paper are available through the HSRL web interface 
(http://hsrl.ssec.wisc.edu/ ). Quick look imagery is pre-generated allowing efficient browsing 
of selected days; however the system is designed to provide on demand processing of the 
HSRL data. This approach allows users to customize the temporal and vertical averaging to 
optimize the data for a given application. Given the complexity of the system it is imperative 
that the data quality and calibration be carefully assessed before using the products for 
quantitative analysis. The SEAC
4
RS measurements used in this manuscript have been
calibrated and inspected by the UW-HSRL group. It is recommended that a user contact the 
HSRL team before using the HSRL for science applications to insure the integrity of the data 
quality provided by the web interface. 
2.2 Overview of the Ground Huntsville site 
The NSSTC/RAPCD facility at Huntsville, AL (34.725N; 86.645W) was a key ground site 
for the SEAC
4
RS campaign. With its existing lidar facilities and knowledgeable staff, it was a
logical location to place the UW-HSRL for the SEAC
4
RS mission. Further, the facility and
nearby region hosted a number of other useful instrumentation to support the analysis of the 
UW-HSRL data. RAPDC is home to a facility for the monitoring of air pollution by remote 
sensing. Included in the combined NSSTC/RAPCD package was a Differential Absorption 
Lidar (DIAL) for ozone monitoring (Kuang et al., 2011), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectrometers, ceilometers, weather stations, radiometers, and AERONET sun photometer. 
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Also during the SEAC
4
RS mission airborne period, near daily ozonesondes were released as
part of the participating Southeast American Consortium for Intensive Ozonesonde Network 
Study (SEACIONS) effort (http://croc.gsfc.nasa.gov/seacions/). 
The RAPCD facility is located at the NSSTTC building on the western side of the city of 
Huntsville with an elevation of ~220 m. Given building height, the lidar transmitter was at 
230 m above mean sea level (MSL). Overall the local terrain is flat, with the exception of a 
line of hills protruding an additional 200-350 m 10-15 km to the east and southeast. The 
closest topographic feature is an additional 200 m hill 5 km to the southeast. Relative to the 
rest of the terrain (northeast through southeast) no other feature more than 100 m exists for 
over 100 km. To evaluate aerosol source regions over the Huntsville site, air mass histories 
for selected aerosol layers were generated using the NOAA Hybrid Single Particle 
Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) Version 4.9 Model (Draxler & Hess, 1997, 
1998; Draxler, 2004) based on the GDAS1, 1º × 1º global meteorological dataset (Kleist et 
al., 2009). Back trajectories were run back 72 hours.   
Several instruments are core to this analysis. Lidar data were analyzed in conjunction with 
AERONET sun photometer data (Holben et al., 1998). Such data are used to evaluate the 
HSRL data, to help constrain lidar ratios, and to provide context to what an accurate remote 
sensing retrieval of AOT would be. The UAH sun photometer provided AOT at eight 
wavelengths (340, 380, 440, 500, 675, 870, 1020, 1640 nm) plus a 940 nm water vapor 
channel. In nearly all cases AERONET quality controlled, post calibrated and internally cloud 
screened level 2 data were used (Smirnov et al., 2000).  The Spectral Deconvolution Method 
(SDA) plus (O‟Neill et al., 2003; Kaku et al., 2014) was then applied to this Level 2 spectral 
AOT data to extract total, fine and coarse mode AOT at the 532 nm wavelength that the 
HSRL lidar operates. An advantage of the SDA plus method is its ability to help screen for 
cirrus contamination (Chew et al., 2011). For one case of aerosol particles in a polluted 
convective environment (Section 4.1) level 2 data was unavailable due to the presence of thin 
cirrus. In this case we applied the SDA plus algorithm to Level 1 data with post calibration 
but no internal cloud clearing to extract fine mode AOT from the cirrus contamination. 
A second key piece of analysis data is from radiosondes. Huntsville is located 140-200 km 
from a number of operational radiosonde sites. The closest operational radiosonde site was 
Birmingham AL (33.16N; 86.76W), ~140 km to the south. While Birmingham released twice 
daily, the 0/12 Z release schedule corresponded to 7 PM/AM local time outside of core 
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daytime boundary layer conditions. However, we expect 7PM CDT soundings should be 
largely similar to late afternoon conditions. Further this site adequately captured the gross 
synoptic features, such as the tropopause height and overall tropospheric temperature and 
humidity structures.  
Supplementing the operational radiosonde data were the SEACIONS ozonesondes released 
during the SEAC
4
RS campaign. Forty sondes were released between August 6
th
 and
September 21
th
, 2013, at 18:00-19:00 Z/13:00-14:00 CDT to coincide with early afternoon
boundary layer conditions, mid-flight airborne activity, and the NASA A-train overpass. The 
ozonesonde instrument type used is the Droplet Measurement Technologies (DMT) 
electrochemical concentration cell (ECC), the same instrument as previously supplied by the 
ENSCI Corporation and used at Huntsville since soundings began there in 1999 (Newchurch 
et al., 2003; Thompson et al., 2007). The ozonesonde uses a 0.5% buffered potassium-iodine 
solution that has given the best performance when ENSCI-type sondes are evaluated in test 
chamber and field experiments (Deshler et al. 2008; Smit et al. 2007; 2011). The ozonesonde 
measures ozone with a vertical resolution of ~100 m, accuracy better than ±10%, and 
precision better than ±5% throughout the troposphere (Smit et al. 2007]). The radiosonde 
used is the IMet-1 (Intermet Company, Grand Rapids). Pressure offsets between the pressure 
sensors on the radiosonde were not in agreement with the GPS reading of the Imet-1 and a 
correction was made, as described in Stauffer et al. (2014). The pressure corrections on 
ozonesonde readings in the troposphere are small (< 1%).  
During the HSRL deployment the RAPCD ozone DIAL lidar was also periodically run. A 
calendar of run times is provided online at 
(http://nsstc.uah.edu/atmchem/lidar/DIAL_data.html; last accessed November 1, 2016). 
During the working period discussed in this paper, the ozone DIAL measured ozone from 0.1 
km up to ~12 km during nighttime and up to ~5 km during daytime with a temporal 
resolution of 2 min. The vertical resolutions of the DIAL retrievals vary from 150 m near the 
surface to 750 m at the upper troposphere accommodating the quickly decreasing lidar signal-
to-noise ratio with altitude. The measurement accuracy is better than 10% in the lower 
troposphere and better than 20% in the upper troposphere (Kuang et al., 2011). 
Other ancillary data used in this overview analysis include air quality data provided by the 
Environmental Protection Agency‟s Chemical Speciation Network (CSN) site 4 km to the 
southeast (Solomon et al., 2014). Data from the CSN site include hourly Tapered Element 
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Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) and one-day-in-three 24 hour gravimetry. Roughly one 
dozen filters were submitted for chemical speciation during the SEAC
4
RS mission.  
2.3 Satellite Remote Sensing Contributions 
There are a number of satellite data products relevant to the HSRL dataset. Although not 
discussed in detail in the case studies shown here, they are worth noting in the context of this 
overview paper. MODIS aerosol (MOD/MYD04, Levy et al., 2013) and cloud (MOD/MYD 
06, Platnick et al., 2003; 2016) products were operationally generated for the mission. A 
notable geographic aspect of the Huntsville site is its location relative to the CALIPSO orbit. 
On an average of four times per month CALIPSO passed within 15 km of the Huntsville lidar 
site. Eighteen CALIPSO overpasses occurred when the UW HSRL was operating including 
daytime overpasses on June 18
th
, July 4
th
 & 29
th
, August 5
th
 & 21
st
, September 8
th
 & 22
nd
, and 
October 8
th
 & 24
th
 as well as nighttime overpasses on 20
th
 June, 6
th
 & 22
nd
 July, 7
th
 & 23
rd
 
August, 8
th
 & 24
th
 September, and 10
th
 & 26
th
 October. Also, notable is a serendipitous set of 
Terra orbits; Huntsville is observed by MISR every 7 days in the very center of orbit path 20 
and 21 (Kahn et al., 2005). In addition, Huntsville lies just outside of the left and right hand 
border of orbit paths 19 and 22 respectively. While it does not provide direct coverage, MISR 
data is collected within 10 km of the site thus providing additional data on the region. 
Specifically for the UW-HSRL deployment a Geostationary Operational Environmental 
Satellite East (GOES-13) cloud product was generated by NASA Langley Research Center. 
While the HSRL lidar provides a bottom up perspective of cloud structure, geostationary 
cloud products can provide cloud top information and a spatial context. Cloud properties 
were derived every 15 or 30 minutes with 4-km resolution, using the techniques of Minnis et 
al. (2008a,b, 2011). The GOES-13 visible channel was calibrated against Aqua MODIS 
channel 1 using the approach of Minnis et al. (2002). Among the parameters provided for 
each image time are pixel classification (e.g., clear, ice cloud, water cloud), shortwave 
albedo, and outgoing longwave radiation, as well as a variety of properties for cloudy pixels, 
including cloud effective height, top height, optical depth, particle effective size, and ice or 
liquid water path. From these pixel values, cloud fraction and averages for a given parameter 
can be computed for any area. Huntsville retrievals are aggregated on a 10 or 20 km radius. 
The GOES cloud data are available in digital and image formats at http://www-
pm.larc.nasa.gov/SEAC4RS (last accessed November 2016). 
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From an airborne remote sensing point of view, several near flybys of the NASA DC 8 and 
ER-2 provided supplemental interpretation data. Data are available from the online NASA 
Langley Research center mission database (http://www-air.larc.nasa.gov/missions/seac4rs/; 
last accessed February 2016). The NASA DC-8 was fitted with the largest complement of 
atmospheric chemistry and aerosol instrumentation ever placed on a single aircraft. 
Especially relevant to the UW-HSRL deployment, a key instrument for the SEAC
4
RS DC-8
was the NASA LaRC Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) with enhanced HSRL 
capabilities. The ER-2 was also heavily outfitted for SEAC
4
RS with a suite of in situ and
remote sensing instruments, including the NASA Cloud Physics Lidar (CPL; McGill et al., 
2002). Because of airspace restriction, full vertical profiles over the Huntsville site were not 
possible, but the DC-8 was able to pass by in the vicinity on six occasions- August, 12
th
 , 14
th
, 21
st
 and September 6
th
 , 11
th
 , and 21
st
. The NASA ER-2 performed overpasses directly over
Huntsville on August
 
12
th
 and 21
st
 2013.
2.4 Baseline HSRL data quality and characteristics 
After deployment the HSRL data set underwent a quality assurance exercise. This includes 1) 
evaluating the signal to noise characteristics of the of the aerosol backscatter profile including 
correcting the region where the telescope is out of focus (geometric overlap function) 
between the surface to ~ 5 km; 2) assessing the HSRL‟s ability to retrieve extinction and lidar 
ratio; and 3) providing an objective measure of how aerosol layers extend in the vertical. 
These are described in the following subsections. 
2.4.1 Aerosol Backscatter 
Perhaps the HSRL‟s strongest capability is its ability to extract the aerosol backscatter profile 
to very high fidelity.  Whereas a typical elastic backscatter lidar measures a combined 
molecular and aerosol signal, HSRL technology allows for the quantification of aerosol 
backscatter signals over an order of magnitude below Rayleigh.  Calibration coefficients were 
evaluated using clear sky regions near the observation times.  This system was determined to 
have a precision in aerosol backscatter of better than 10
-7
 (m sr)
-1
 for a 1 minute average, and
10
-8
 (m sr)
-1
 for 15 minute averages.  In comparison, Rayleigh backscatter is 1.16e
-5
, 7.7e
-6
,
and 4.4e
-6
. (m sr)
-1
, at 1, 5 and 10 km. That is, in a comparable elastic backscatter scatter
system, the aerosol backscatter precision is 1% of the total signal.  
2.4.2 Derivation of Extinction and Lidar Ratio 
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The derivation of extinction measurements from HSRL systems can be complex-especially 
near the lidar aperture. To compute the aerosol or particulate extinction it is necessary to 
compute the slope of the measured molecular signal, as any reduction in the amount the 
molecular signal must be from signal attenuation from particulates in the atmosphere. Of 
course one must also account for the changing atmospheric density with altitude, and 
attenuation from molecular scattering. An optical telescope‟s field-of-view (FOV) is 
controlled by the field stop, i.e. an aperture on the telescope focal plane, and the telescope 
focal length. Unlike in astronomy where all the observed targets are at very large distances 
away from the telescope, in lidar it is necessary to image the laser pulse propagating through 
the entire atmospheric column. For targets very close to the telescope, the image of the beam 
is out of focus and over-fills the field stop; therefore the measured signal at close ranges is 
much less than expected from the lidar equation. Because of the UW HSRL‟s small FOV, 
optical design, and system alignment the „image‟ of the scattering volume is not fully in focus 
until a range of about 4.5 km from the system. From studying the system performance we 
have determined that the signal below 4.5 km in the so-called „overlap‟ region varies in time, 
sometimes hourly, during the daytime. Possible explanations for this variability could be 
atmospheric turbulence near the lidar system, i.e. heating from a large dark rooftop, and small 
optical misalignments from temperature changes within the lidar system. In any case, these 
fast-changing fluctuations must be corrected for before reliable aerosol extinctions can be 
measured close to the lidar system.  Extinction derivations can be strongly influenced by 
slight changes in processing. The system used here is capable of accurate extinction 
measurements for aerosol/clouds with the extinction coefficient greater then 1x10
-4
 m
-1
 for 
altitudes greater than 4.5 km. 
Because of the above considerations, and that the bulk of AOT and AOT variability is within 
2 km of the surface, we chose to focus on aerosol backscatter rather than derivation of aerosol 
extinction. The backscatter cross-section is essentially calculated from the ratio of the 
molecular and total backscatter channels, therefore any range-dependent instrument effects 
are canceled out. Using an HSRL backscatter product is still superior to an elastic backscatter 
system, as estimates of light extinction are linearly related to lidar ratio-regardless of altitude. 
That is, for an assumed lidar ratio the error in derived extinction is linear in the error in that 
lidar ratio. For this overview paper, it is then simplest and most consistent to scale aerosol 
backscatter to extinction using some benchmark. Fortunately, the generation of extinction 
from aerosol backscatter is straightforward.  To provide estimates of the extinction near the 
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surface one can assume a constant lidar ratio for a given aerosol species class, such as in the 
CALIOP retrieval, and thus the aerosol backscatter scales linearly with extinction via the 
lidar ratio Sa. A histogram of derived Sa through the comparison of UW HSRL integrated 
aerosol backscatter to AERONET AOT derived at 532 nm (Section 2.2) is presented in Figure 
1(a) for all cases with successful level 2.0 Dubovik retrievals (this is used to ensure 
uniformity of sky condition). This is similar to what is done for NASA MPLnet (Campbell et 
al., 2003); although here the retrieval is purely on aerosol backscatter, not total scatter. 
Overall lidar ratios are reasonable for this environment with a modal value of 55 sr (e.g., 
Ferrare et al., 2001; Muller et al., 2007; Burton et al., 2014), although somewhat lower than 
the value of 65 sr used by CALIPSO (Winker et al. 2008). Mean and standard deviation is 53 
+/- 18%. If we chose 55 sr as baseline lidar ratio for HSRL and compare to the AERONET 
cases, we get the regression in Figure 1(b), with a unity slope and a high r
2
 value of 0.92.
Again, direct lidar ratio derivation from this system is a topic of future work. But, for the 
purposes of this overview paper, we will assume Sa=55 sr for estimates of aerosol extinction 
for simple scaling, within nominally a 20% uncertainty in most cases based on one standard 
deviation from Figure 1(a).  Given the possible values for lidar ratios (e.g. Burton et al., 
2014), using a static 55 sr value can lead to 33% bias or extreme cases. This bias is noted in 
this paper, and is visible as a linear difference between lidar derived AOT and its AERONET 
counterpart.  
2.4.3 Objective analysis for vertical partitioning 
In addition to uncertainty in the lidar ratio, the complexity of aerosol features and vertical 
profiles defies easy parametrization. Different methods of lidar data dimension reduction and 
characterization are a topic of a future publication. However, to help guide analysis of this 
introductory paper, we performed a principle component analysis (PCA) with Varimax 
rotation on all 15 minute cloud free aerosol backscatter profiles with suitable signal to 10 km 
at 90 m resolution. This PCA analysis was performed in a manner similar to Chew et al., 
(2013) and objectively identifies orthogonal modes of variability in the vertical profile of 
aerosol backscatter. Here we use the component factors only as a rough guide to objectively 
define levels of aggregation and comparison. A total of 16 factors were extracted with 
eigenvalues greater than 1-a typical benchmark for PCA significance when the factor cannot 
be distinguished from random data at the 95
th
 percentile.  The first 10 factors are listed in
Table 1 with altitude correlations shown in Figure 1(c) and eigenvalues above 2.5. These first 
ten corresponded to 80% of total aerosol extinction variance. Generally factors are spaced 
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~1600 and 2200 m near the surface, reducing to 200-900 m in the free troposphere.  Such 
factors give a very rough indication of the vertical correlation lengths of aerosol layers.  As is 
elaborated in Section 3 and 4, the first two factors represent mixed layer and entrainment 
zone planetary boundary layer (PBL) phenomenon. While capturing only ~42% of the 
extinction variance, they capture 71% of variance in integrated backscatter or AOT if one 
assumes a constant Sa (Figure 1(d)). Factor 3 as well as 6, 8, and 9 represents significant 
upper free tropospheric smoke layer intrusions. Factor 4, 5, and 7 represent convective 
outflow or biomass burning transport. Factors 1- 10 explain 80% of the variance in aerosol 
backscatter but 92% of the variance in inferred AOT, demonstrating that AOT is well 
reconstructed. Outliers in Figure 1(b) are largely due to short durations transients in the upper 
free troposphere and represented in Factors 11-16 with generally low correlations (below 0.4) 
or represent only a few data points and hence not shown here. We then aggregate layer 
integrated backscatter (i.e., layer AOD with a constant lidar ratio of 55 sr) at the overlap 
points of the strongest factors, namely 1.4 km, 2.8 km, 3.7 km, 4.5 km, 5.5km and 5.5-10 km 
MSL (keeping in mind the lidar transmitter is at 220 m). In certain rare occurrences, smoke 
was also detected above 10 km. But, due to the low signal in general in this altitude regime, 
they are excluded from the bulk analysis. These are discussed in Section 4.2. 
3.0 RESULTS-I: OVERVIW OF OBSEREVED AEROSOL ENVIRONMENT 
In this first of two results sections, we provide an overview of the environment experienced 
by the UW-HSRL during its Huntsville deployment. We begin with mean monthly profiles of 
aerosol backscatter with supporting AOT and particulate matter data (Section 3.1), followed 
by an in depth analysis of a canonical “fair weather” day, August 27th , 2013 to aid in 
interpretation of the basic features of the monthly average profiles and the dominant modes of 
variability as defined by the PCA analysis (Section 3.2).  We finalize this section with a time 
series analysis of the monitored environment to demonstrate daily variability (Section 3.3).  
3.1 2013 Summer Season Aerosol Properties  
3.1.1 Monthly Average Vertical Profiles 
To provide a reference on aerosol vertical profiles in the SEUS during the UW-HSRL 
deployment, the monthly composite of all cloud-free aerosol backscatter profiles from 390 m 
to 10 km MSL altitude for June 19
th
 through October 31
st
 2013 are provided in Figure 2(a). 
Key monthly parameters are similarly listed in Table 2. Overlaid on Figure 2(a) are the layers 
associated with the dominant 10 factors, with lines signifying the overlap point of correlation 
between adjacent factors (again, only as a rough guide to identify modes of variability and 
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likely levels of aggregation). As discussed in Section 2, these aerosol backscatter profiles are 
linearly related to aerosol extinction through the lidar ratio (Sa). Assuming a baseline Sa of 55 
sr, the scale along the abscissa is equivalent to an extinction coefficient of ~0.08 km
-1
. 
Aerosol Sa values range from ~35 for dust and sea salt to ~70 for smoke.  Thus any given 
profile extinction may deviate by nominally one third.  The monthly average profiles of 
aerosol backscatter are similar to many such light scattering or extinction profiles in the 
literature from in situ aircraft and airborne lidars in polluted North American regions (e.g., 
Cohn and Angevine, 2000; Shinozuka et al., 2007; Clarke and Kapustin, 2010; Drury et al., 
2010; Ziemba et al., 2013), including airborne composites from SEAC
4
RS (e.g., Kim et al., 
2015; Wagner et al., 2015). Aerosol backscatter is dominant at the surface to ~ 1.5 km 
(Factor 2), decreasing rapidly to ~ 3.5 km (Factor 1). A plateau occurs from ~3-6 km 
(Factors 5, 7, 9, & 10). Average aerosol backscatter flattens out to cleaner conditions above 
5.5-6.5 km MSL. However, while the upper free troposphere appears to exhibit low average 
values, occasional but strong aerosol layers occurred, as described in Factor 3 and other 
occasional layering phenomenon as described by Factors 4, 6 and 8. Above 10 km was 
usually pristine, except for isolated events of biomass burning smoke just below the 
tropopause as discussed in Section 4.3. 
While monthly profiles are roughly similar in shape, there is variability within levels. 
Monthly average near surface backscatter was roughly 1.2, 1.15, 1.4, 1.25 and 0.8 (Mm Sr)
-1
 
for June, July, August, September, and October, respectively. Assuming a baseline Sa of 55 sr, 
these correspond to light extinction values of roughly 0.07, 0.06, 0.08, 0.07, and 0.04 km
-1
. In 
comparison, monthly average AOTs from AERONET were 0.18, 0.16, 0.26, 0.17, and 0.10 
for June through October, highly correlated with near surface backscatter (r
2
=0.8)-consistent 
with AOT being dominated with boundary layer aerosol species. Corresponding monthly 
PM2.5 values from filters analyzed from the local CSN site for June through October were 13, 
10, 13, 14, and 10 g m-3, respectively. At the monthly level correlations between PM2.5, 
AOT and near surface backscatter are also good, with r
2
 values of 0.7 and 0.89 respectively. 
However we show correlations diminish rapidly at higher temporal resolution.  
Also from Table 2 it is clear that though the free troposphere was low in magnitude in aerosol 
backscatter relative to the PBL environment, the free troposphere did exhibit a great deal of 
variability.  Standard deviations of aerosol backscatter were 50-100% of the mean. 
Significant enhancements were observed in June and August, as discussed in part due to the 
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transport of smoke from the Western United States as well as some regional convective 
pumping in August. An example of such features is provided in Section 4.3 
3.1.2 Regional Context of the Huntsville Site 
The Huntsville site was well positioned for representative monitoring of the SEUS‟ regional 
aerosol environment in 2013. As discussed in the SEAC
4
RS overview paper (Toon et al., 
2016), the average summertime meteorological pattern for the study consisted of a seasonally 
strong quasi-stationary ridge and trough pair in the western and eastern United States 
respectively. Consequently, the SEUS exhibited considerable summertime convective 
activity, with typically significant boundary layer cumuliform cloudiness and periods of deep 
convection. In this pattern, boundary layer “regional pollution” in the SEUS was joined by 
Pacific Northwest biomass burning smoke transported in the free troposphere around the 
ridge into the eastern and southeastern US. Within the SEUS, high summertime temperatures 
led to biogenic emissions, that when combined with anthropogenic emissions lead to regional 
aerosol enhancements-reflected in the high aerosol backscatter in the PBL.  By the end of the 
SEAC
4
RS mission, the SEUS environment shifted from the quasi-stationary features to a 
more fall-like weather patterns of traveling waves and frontal activity. Temperatures dropped, 
as did biogenic emissions-also in part reducing aerosol loadings as reflected in Figure 2(a).  
The regional representativeness of the Huntsville site is further demonstrated in Figure 2, 
including a Continental U.S. (CONUS) June through October averaged Terra MODIS 
combined dark target (DT) AOT (Figure 2(b)), as well as regional PM2.5 surface 
concentrations for the same period (Figure 2(c)) and ratios of sulfate to organic carbon (OC) 
from combined Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE and 
CSN site data-Figure 2(d); e.g., derived from the same Kriging method as Hand et al., 2012; 
2014). The Huntsville site is marked by a circle in Figure 2. To demonstrate variability across 
the summer, monthly average maps of Terra MODIS combined dark target AOT for June 
through October are also given in Appendix Figure A1. From Figure 2 and A1 key aerosol 
features are visible over CONUS.  SEUS haze dominated CONUS AOT for the 2013 summer 
months, with particular enhancement up the Mississippi Valley and into the Ohio River 
Valley. Average surface PM2.5 also shows similar patterns, with perhaps some enhanced PM2.5 
relative to AOT in the Ohio River Valley. The ratio of sulfate to organic carbon has a strong 
north-south gradient, consistent with the heavy industry and power plant emission in the 
north (Hand et al., 2012; 2014) and petrochemical plus biogenic emissions in Houston 
through coastal Louisiana and Arkansas (Chalbot et al., 2013). From Arkansas and 
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Mississippi through the Carolinas much of the aerosol mass is organic dominated, enhanced 
from secondary aerosol production through anthropogenic and biogenic processing (e.g., 
Weber et al., 2007; Hidy et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2015). As discussed in Hand et al (2012) the 
sulfate to organic carbon ratio averaged ~1 with factor of two departures commonplace. 
Biomass burning also has a strong influence on CONUS and Huntsville AOTs. Some of the 
AOT enhancement up the Mississippi Valley is likely of agricultural burning origin (e.g., 
McCarty, 2011; Lin et al., 2014; Toon et al., 2016). Also in 2013 a clear aerosol lobe is also 
visible from Northeast Texas through Arkansas, a likely mix of petrochemical, biogenic, and 
agricultural biomass burning. Monthly average AOTs in Figure A1 demonstrate that at times 
AOT was strongly enhanced across CONUS due to the significant biomass burning season-
particularly in Colorado June and California through Idaho in August. Slight enhancements 
are also visible in the surface concentrations from the combined CSN and IMPROVE stations 
in a transect from Central California to Idaho, and in eastern Colorado. As expected for 
biomass burning, the organic fraction is high. The SEUS summer 2013 meteorology is often 
dominated by a western high pressure system-lofted smoke transported eastward into the 
SEUS (e.g., Toon et al., 2016). This is especially visible in June and August AOT (Appendix 
A1 (a) & (c)) and corresponding enhancements in mean aerosol backscatter in the 3-6 km 
lidar data in Figure 2(a). 
Detailed trajectory analyses are outside the scope of this paper, but we can quickly relate the 
reginal aerosol characteristics directly to the Huntsville site through the use of 72 hour 
HYSPLIT back trajectories. Trajectories spawned every 3 days for the upper mixed layer (1 
km MSL) mid free troposphere just below the 0
o
C melting level (4.5 km), and upper
troposphere (10 km) in Figure 2 (e), (f) , and (g), respectively. Additional trajectories every 
12 hours broken down by month are also provided in Appendix Figure A.2 at 5 levels: 1 km 
for the mixed layer; 3 km just above the top of the PBL, 4.5 km just below the melting level 
of 0
o
C, 7 km in the mid troposphere, and 10 km at the upper troposphere. Data are also
provided at the monthly level as well as for the last two weeks of June when the HSRL came 
into operation. At lower levels (1 and 3 km), trajectories indicated that PBL air could 
potentially arrive from practically anywhere in the Eastern and Southeast United States. In 
September there was a stronger proclivity for low level air to be from the northeast. Thus we 
can assume for the purposes of this overview the PBL was dominated by particles of 
anthropogenic pollution and biogenic origin with perhaps some occasional regional 
agricultural burning. At free troposphere altitudes, air masses were more dominated by 
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transport from the Western United States and Pacific Northwest as air wrapped around the 
southwest monsoon and frequently brought western wildfire smoke to the region (e.g., Toon 
et al., 2016). 
3.2 Description of the fair weather base state of August 27, 2013. 
The nature of HSRL data and the representativeness of the seasonal mean in Figure 2 and the 
discussion of Section 3.1 requires an understanding of instantaneous state profiles.  To this 
end, the example of August 27
th
, 2013 12-24 Z (7:00-19:00 CDT) is provided in Figure 3. 
August 27
th
, 2013 day was typical of most days during the more convectively active late June 
through mid-September portions of the deployment. Fair weather boundary layer clouds at 
30-70% coverage develop and midday through the afternoon with isolated thunderstorms 
(CBs) in the area. Breaks from this pattern were related to significant convective activity 
associated with weak cold fronts entering the area or areas of moisture transported from the 
Gulf Coast.  An example of this environment during more enhanced convective conditions is 
provided in detail in Section 4.1.  By late September, the region transitioned to more fall like 
frontal activity (Section 4.2).  August 27
th
 lacks cirrus at Terra and Aqua overpass time, 
resembles the mean August profile presented in Figure 2(a) and also clearly demonstrates key 
aerosol layering and thermodynamic features common at the Huntsville site. Further, on this 
day a mid-tropospheric biomass burning layer advected to the region from Pacific Northwest 
biomass burning. Taken together, August 27
th
, 2013 is close to the “median” environment 
experienced by SEAC
4
RS, and thus is a good day to describe common features observed in 
lidar data  
To demonstrate the UW HSRL‟s ability to monitor the diurnal aerosol and cloud environment, 
included in Figure 3(a) is a 12 hour time-height segment of HSRL attenuated aerosol 
backscatter, for the daylight hours of 12-24Z (7AM-7PM CDT). To add context, Aqua 
MODIS RGB for 18:30 UTC/13:30 CDT is provided in Figure 3(b) showing this to be a “fair 
weather day” as noted with associated 50% fair weather cumulus (i.e. Cumulus Humilis or 
CuHu to Cumulus Mediocris or Cu). This is followed by an aerosol backscatter profile at the 
SEACONS radiosonde release at 18:30 UTC (Figure 3(c), profile marked in orange on (a)) as 
well as sonde thermodynamic quantities of (d) temperature and dew point; (e) virtual 
potential temperature; (f) relative humidity; and (g) water vapor mixing ratio. Labeled are key 
tropospheric layers and levels. On this day, AERONET AOT at 532 nm was ~0.18 in the 
morning hours. By midday, a 0.12 AOT enhancement occurred due to the advection of smoke 
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at ~ 5 km MSL. Surface PM2.5 however was more constant 14-18 g m
-3
, largely uncorrelated
with HSRL derived AOT over the day (not shown, r
2
=0.13).
There is a long history of interpreting PBL structure from lidar data (e.g., Kaimal et al., 1976; 
Boers et al., 1984; Piironen and Eloranta, 1995; Cohn and Angevine, 2000; Brooks 2003) and 
Figure 3 clearly shows PBL dynamics and the primary sets of aerosol layer expected in this 
environment. Starting at the surface, a 100-200 m deep surface layer exchanges heat, 
momentum and atmospheric constituents between the atmosphere and the surface (e.g., Arya 
1988; Stull et al., 1988). This layer is typically oscillating between statically neutral and 
unstable diurnally, due to radiative cooling and heating at the surface, respectively. Given that 
this particular HSRL becomes quantitative ~200 m above the telescope (~390 m MSL in the 
HSRL data), the dynamics of the surface layer are difficult to systematically monitor in this 
dataset, although the temperature structure of the surface layer is visible periodically in the 
lidar, and radiosonde temperature data (e.g., Figure 3 (d) and (e)). At nighttime, the surface 
layer is mixed largely by periodic surface drag induced turbulence dampened by the statically 
stable environment due to radiative cooling at the surface. As the sun rises and heats the 
surface thermal turbulence begins to form (e.g., Kaimal et al., 1976; Angevine et al., 2001). 
The resulting mixed layer above the surface layer is clearly visible in the lidar data: mixed 
layer topped fair weather cumulus clouds from late morning through late afternoon. In such a 
well-mixed environment, water vapor is conserved (e.g., water vapor mixing ratio is static in 
Figure 3(g)), yet temperature drops adiabatically (Figure 3(d) & (e)) and thus RH increases 
with altitude (Figure 3(f)). As the “mixed layer” is mixed in regard to aerosol particle mass as 
well, the increase in RH with altitude results in a nonlinear increase in aerosol backscatter 
and extinction due to particle hygroscopicity (Figure 3(c) and (f)). Often the first maximum 
in aerosol backscatter is taken as an indicator of the height of the mixed layer (e.g., Boers et 
al., 1984, Piironen and Eloranta, 1995; Brooks 2003).  In the late morning through early 
afternoon, the mixed layer deepens, and turbulence at the interface erodes into the free 
tropospheric air aloft. As buoyant air mixes with the neutral to stable air in the free 
troposphere an inversion is created at the top of the mixed layer, forming the base of an 
entrainment zone as the start of the interface with the free troposphere (e.g., see lidar 
observations of Boers and Eloranta, (1985)).  
In the mid-morning through midafternoon when the mixed layer grows to sufficient depth to 
allow saturation at the inversion, the entrainment zone is enhanced by the formation of 
convective clouds. In this case, based on the lidar and the MODIS cloud product, 1 km deep 
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CuHu are formed by individual thermals. These cloud tops largely mark the top of the PBL. 
In this particular case, a large 10
o
C subsidence inversion at 3 km strongly caps the 
development of clouds and the PBL. Indeed, for fair weather boundary layer conditions by 
nature, the free troposphere is usually stable to weakly conditionally unstable with a strong 
subsidence inversion (else, it would not be “fair weather”). This strong inversion is not only 
well marked by the temperature, but also by aerosol backscatter, relative humidity, and water 
vapor mixing ratio. As the afternoon progressed and clouds develop, aerosol backscatter 
indicates clouds eroding this inversion; but, given the inversion strength, only by several 
hundred meters. At sundown, thermal forcing from the surface is diminished, and the mixed 
layer collapses as forcing is reduced to residual heat from the surface and shear turbulence. 
The previous days mixed layer air is then sequestered aloft. In the absence of aerosol 
emission at the surface, the overall vertical profile can appear relatively stable through the 
night. Alternatively, in the presence of surface sources, a strongly polluted surface layer can 
form. In the presence of radiative cooling, relative humidity can increase, and through aerosol 
hygroscopicity, increase extinction further.  
The PBL features described are well represented with Factor 2 (Figure 1(c) and 2(a)), the 
dominant factor on this day. This factor includes the increase in backscatter with altitude in 
the mixed layer, and some lingering correlation with the entrainment zone. However, as will 
be discussed in Section 3.3, the dominant variability in vertical extinction for the entire 
dataset is Factor 1, which includes the addition of cases of deep PBLs with convectively 
active entrainment zones as well as some residual layers just above the PBL. In this case of 
simple fair weather PBL, Factor 1 scored near zero. Thus, Factor 2 represents a reasonable 
base state of PBL variability. 
Above the PBL is the free troposphere. Between ~2.5 and 4.5 km many thin aerosol layers 
exist, decreasing in altitude with time-perhaps related to subsidence or other large scale 
synoptic scale dynamics coupled with wind shear.  Most notably, however, is a strong return 
at a height of ~ 5 km, which, based on AERONET and the use of 55 sr lidar ratio, has a layer 
AOD of ~0.12. This led to the free tropospheric Factors 7 and 10 as the remaining significant 
factors for this day. Trajectories from Figure 2 suggest smoke originated from the Pacific 
Northwest fires, perhaps even the California Rim Fire (Peterson et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2016). 
Sampling of the DC-8 in the northwest on August 27
th
 (Toon et al, 2016) detected evidence 
of fire trace gases and aerosol products, which circulated toward Huntsville around a high-
pressure system. It was also found, using a tracer version of GEOS-5 (Ott et al., 2016), that 
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10-15% of elevated free tropospheric ozone over Huntsville had stratospheric origins. For the 
month of August, the biomass burning signature is well pronounced at ~5 km as 
demonstrated here (Figure 2(a)), the approximate height of the of the 0
o
C level.  This level is 
well known to host a level of enhanced stability in convective environments (e.g., Johnson et 
al., 1996; 1999). Above the 5 km smoke layer, the atmosphere is largely clear, with the 
notable exception of a thin cirrus layer at 9.5 km/ 12Z. While under these pristine conditions, 
the HSRL cannot independently derive a lidar ratio, it can detect aerosol backscatter at the 10
-
8
 to 10
-7
 (m sr)
-1
 level. Given the range of likely lidar ratios, the corresponding to precision in 
estimated extinction values is on the order of ~0.007 km
-1
.  
The case of August 27
th
 2013 also provides an example of the synergistic use of aerosol and 
ozone data available to the science community. While the ozone lidar was only run 
sporadically during the mission, there are a number of cases of observations of enhanced 
ozone in smoke layers aloft. Figure 4 presents a 20-hour period where the ozone lidar was 
also collecting data. Both the ozonesonde and ozone DIAL suggest an enhanced (~20 ppbv) 
ozone layer between 4 and 7 km, due to the high emissions of ozone precursors from the 
smoke (Jaffe and Wigder, 2012). This smoke layer had enough moisture (RH > 10% in Figure 
3(f)) to exclude it as a fresh stratospheric source.  Ozone in the PBL, 50-60 ppb, was slightly 
lower than the seasonal average (Newchurch et al., 2003) in spite of a moderate aerosol 
loading, suggesting that the smoke transport in the free troposphere did not significantly 
affect the PBL at this time.  
While Figure 3 provides an overview of the atmospheric aerosol and thermodynamic 
structure, considerable fine scale features are present that are not visible in the figure or 
factors. In particular, the combined lidar and radiosonde data show remarkable detail and 
complexity in the PBL‟s aerosol and entrainment environment. This is demonstrated in the 
enhanced and annotated lidar image in Figure 5(a), where we cropped the Figure 3 image 
from 16:00-22:00 UTC (11:00-17:00 CDT) and below 3 km, and adjusted the color bar. 
Associated temperature/dew point and relative humidity and mixing ratio profiles are also 
given in Figure 5(b), (c), and (d) respectively. Also shown are the Aqua MODIS cloud top (e) 
heights and (f) temperatures corresponding to the RGB image in Figure 3(b). Annotations 
depicting the mixed layer, residual layers and the entrainment zone are marked as is the time 
of the radiosonde release in Figure 5(a). In the late morning the mixed layer grew rapidly by 
thermals, with an entrainment zone functionally confined to the interface. The mixed layer 
reached saturation at 17:00 UTC, forming CuHu (local noon and this point forward, we 
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nominally designate the height of the mixed layer as cloud base).  Driven by latent heat, 
clouds quickly expand the entrainment zone and functionally define the height of the PBL.  
This process is clearly visible in the time period of 17:00-19:00 UTC when at 19:00 UTC the 
entrainment zone growth is stopped by the subsidence inversion which in turn functionally 
defines the height of the full PBL. In the entrainment zone, moist mixed layer air injected by 
clouds exchanges with dry free tropospheric air subsiding on cloud edges. This manifests 
itself in a decrease in water vapor mixing ratio between the top of the mixed layer and the 
regional free tropospheric inversion in Figure 2(g). In Figure 5(a), however, we can actually 
see in the UW HSRL data the detrainment of water vapor and aerosol particles from clouds in 
the entrainment zone. Indeed, at 20:20 UTC an isolated aerosol feature is visible, likely due 
to an evaporating cloud top or residual halo. Similarly, clear aerosol backscatter striping is 
visible in the mixed layer between profiles under clouds and adjacent clear air. These aerosol 
enhancements below clouds are due to individual moist thermals working their way up the 
mixed layer. The increased RH of these rising thermals causes aerosol particles to 
hygroscopically grow. Conversely, continuity forces adiabatic warming and drier downdrafts 
between clouds. Within the entrainment zone, between “cloud” and “clear”, lies cloud halos 
where the cloud moisture mixes with the drier air (Radke and Hobbs, 1991; Twohy et al., 
2009; Tacket and Di Girolamo, 2009). Finally, aerosol layers are found in the entrainment 
zone, often coincident with the level of clouds formed at 2.1 km. This demonstrates that the 
entrainment zone has layering structure as well as bubbles of exchanging mixed layer and 
free tropospheric air. 
A second cloud layer is also visible in the entrainment zone at 18:30 Z onward with a base at 
~2.1 km MSL. Similar multiple cloud returns in the entrainment zone were reported in the 
2007 Cumulus Humilis Aerosol Processing Study (CHAPS; e.g., Figure 4 in Berg et al., 
(2009)). One may perhaps simply classify these clouds as edge effects due to wind shear or 
cloud growth, or as CuHu and attribute their level to simple inhomogeneity in the PBL. 
However, one must also consider that these clouds owe their formation to mechanisms 
associated with detrainment from evaporating clouds, which in the presence of cloud field 
inhomogeneity, leads to aforementioned layering structure. Potentially, altocumulus (Ac) may 
be forming at the top of the PBL. A key distinction is that these types of clouds form from 
injections of moisture from the tops of clouds forming below, perhaps leaving moisture layer 
or halos which in turn bring humidified aerosol particles with them (Radke and Hobbs, 1991; 
Lu et al., 2003: Twohy et al., 2009). From a passive satellite perspective, they can be 
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mistaken as cloud tops of deeper cumulus. However, using space based lidar they are more 
observable, and have been shown to be prevalent in convectively active environments such as 
the summertime SEUS (Sassen and Wang 2012). 
The UW-HSRL‟s “bottom” up perspective to the cloud fields also provides insight into 
uncertainties in passive remote sensing of cloud properties. Ideally, one could infer cloud 
thickness by comparing cloud base from the HSRL to cloud top from satellite. In the case of 
MISR, direct parallax measurements of cloud tops can be measured to ~250 m resolution. 
Other passive satellites must rely on infrared estimates. However, for small boundary layer 
clouds such as this case, edge effects and atmospheric correction biases can be significant 
(Platnick et al., 2016). This is demonstrated in the 1 km Aqua MODIS cloud retrievals in 
Figure 5 (e) and (f). On this day at the radiosonde release time, MODIS was retrieving cloud 
tops at 0.3 to 1.8 km MSL within 0.1 km of the site and with a mean value of 1 km. These 
retrieved values can be seen in the lidar imagery to be below the cloud base. Peaks for larger 
clouds away from Huntsville are more reasonable, capping at 3 km, at the subsidence 
inversion.  The GOES product showed similar results, with cloud tops on par with MODIS. 
Comparing radiosonde temperatures to cloud temperatures shows the system is consistent 
with regard to temperature. We thus attribute some of these differences to edge effects of 
smaller clouds. This said even for uniform stratocumulus (Sc) clouds, errors in cloud top can 
be >1 km (e.g., Garay et al., 2008; Marchand et al., 2010). 
3.3 Time series of the overall aerosol environment during the HSRL deployment. 
In Section 3.1, monthly average aerosol backscatter profiles were presented, and then 
explained through the use of a midday period of August 27
th
, 2013 in Section 3.2. Using these 
as a template, here we briefly provide a synopsis of the aerosol environment through a bulk 
time series analysis. Figure 6 presents a time series of key environmental variables for the 
June through October deployment. Monthly means and standard deviations are provided in 
Table 2.  Figure 6(a) provides daily average AERONET AOT, partitioned into fine and coarse 
mode components at 532 nm by use of the SDA+ algorithm. Average and standard deviation 
of 532 AOT were 0.17±0.11. Total monthly means were 0.18, 0.16, 0.26, 0.18, 0.10 for June 
through October, within 0.01 of pairwise values for clear column lidar averages (Table 2). 
However, significant variability in AOT was observed owing to pollution and smoke 
transport episodes.  Events greater than the one standard deviation level had AOT values that 
ranged from 0.28 to 0.55 (e.g., June 25
th
 -26
th
, August 8
th
 -9
th
, 15, 23
rd
 -24
th
, 28
th
-30
th
, 
September 7
th
 -10
th
). Yet daily average AOTs could be below 0.05, often precipitously 
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dropping from the previous day. Fine mode AOT constituted of  >90% of total AOT for all 
but 5 days, and never less than two thirds. Those cases with significant coarse mode 
contribution may have some cirrus contamination. The International Cooperative for Aerosol 
Prediction multi-model aerosol ensemble (ICAP-MME; Sessions et al., 2015) suggested 
periodic injections of Saharan dust into the SEUS, but not with appreciable influence at the 
site.  
Daily average and standard deviation of PM2.5 at the nearby CSN air quality site (Figure 6(b)) 
taken over the study period was 12.0+/-4.5 g m-3 or 12.8+/-4.0 g m-3 if we consider only 
those daily average values pairwise with lidar observations (e.g., Table 2). PM2.5 events 
largely coincided with AOTs events listed above (with the most notable event reaching 28 g 
m
-3
 coinciding with September 7-10, 2013) although PM2.5 showed much less dynamic range. 
Consequently, correlations between daily average AOT from AERONET Level 2 data and 
PM2.5 were middling (r
2
=0.48), consistent with the findings of the literature review of Toth et 
al. (2014).  
From the UW-HSRL point of view, we can roughly compare the lidar vertical profile with 
AERONET and PM2.5 through comparisons to integrated or layer aerosol backscatter. In 
Figure 6(c) we estimated daily average layer AODs that make up the total AOT using the 
benchmark Sa=55 sr derived in Figure 1 for all 15 minute cloud free cases to a height of 10 
km. To give a semi-quantitative view of the aerosol structure, layer AODs are provided with 
altitude ranges based on the overlap point individual. Nominally we used <1.4 km MSL (1.2 
km AGL) to represent Factor 2, which also roughly corresponded to the average maximum 
mixed layer height and PBL base state; 1.4 to 2.8 km MSL (Factor 1) roughly corresponding 
to the entrainment zones; 2.8 to 3.7 km (Factor 4) the lower free troposphere and deeper 
PBLs; and 3.7-4.5km (Factor 5) representing lower free troposphere, 4.5-5.5 MSL (Factor 7) 
representing to the average 0
o
C melting level-a common altitude of stability; and finally 4.5-
10 km (an aggregation of Factors 3, 6, 8 and 10) representing mid to upper free troposphere. 
On very rare occasions, such as the example case of biomass burning in Section 4.3, smoke 
was observed above 10 km. For the purposes of this overview time series, the gain of these 
few days would be offset by significant penalty in additional cirrus contamination. Through 
inspection, cases of clear smoke in the upper troposphere/tropopause region identified by low 
depolarizing backscatter above 10 km are signified by a pink mark on Figure 6(c). Overall the 
total average estimated HSRL AOT semi-quantitatively match the daily averaged AERONET 
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values (e.g., Figure 1; r
2
=0.92). However, occasional departures did occur. As we discuss in 
our case studies in Section 4, the use of a static lidar ratio tended to overestimate ~20% AOT 
in cleaner conditions, and underestimate AOT ~20% for thick smoke events.  This tendency is 
consistent with the compilation of lidar ratios for different aerosol species by Burton et al., 
(2012). 
To identify variability in vertical partitioning, we further fractionalize layer contributions to 
total integrated aerosol backscatter in Figure 6(d). As extinction is linear in Sa, we expect 
layer uncertainty in light extinction for individual days to be on par with the comparison of 
integrated backscatter to AERONET (~18%), not to exceed the realm of possible Sa values 
(~35%). Extrapolating to the surface for the lowest, ~45-60% of the aerosol backscatter is 
attributable to <1.4 km MSL, or 1.2 km AGL.  Higher fractions were associated with early 
fall (e.g., after mid-September). A further 20-30% of integrated backscatter is accounted for 
in the entrainment zone (~1.2-2.8 km MSL), or roughly a total of 70-80% of total integrated 
backscatter is within typical PBL heights (<2.8 km).  Again, generally there were higher PBL 
fractions in the early fall.  As indicated in the factor analysis, while the most significant 
contribution to overall AOT is near surface Factor 2, the variability in AOT was most closely 
linked to the Factor1 entrainment zone with larger standard deviations over mean ratios (25-
50%). Above the PBL, the lower free troposphere region also on average yielded a ~15% 
contribution, presumably due to biomass burning transport. A final 6-8% of variance is 
attributed to 5.5-10 km, with departures as much as 30% for a late June that largely defined 
Factor 3 (discussed in Section 4.3). Put another way, on average >92% of the total AOT is 
below 5.5 km. That is, below the 0
o
 C level-again noteworthy for its typical location of more 
stability.  
We can also use the lidar to also help assign individual mixed layer depths. Figure 6(e) 
provides mixed layer depth at 18:30 Z (A-train overpass time and typical radiosonde release) 
based on two methods. First is the HSRL mixed layer height product of Piiron and Eloranta 
(1995) that looks for the first significant maximum in cloud free aerosol backscatter, similar 
to many such techniques (e.g., Cohn and Angevine, 2000; Brooks 2003). Second, as a check, 
water cloud bases are also listed. Under typical environments these bases should be 
coincident (e.g., CuHu or Cumulus Mediocris - CuMed) or above (e.g., Ac) the top of the 
mixed layer. Typically in Figure 6(e) the two methods are within 200 m of each other. 
Removing cases of obvious Ac, liquid water cloud base was on average 1.5 km MSL (within 
100 m of our benchmark). In comparison, the Piiron and Eloranta method on average 
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retrieved 1.6 km, slightly higher.  This mismatch is due to several phenomena. First, we have 
already seen in Figure 5 how there is aerosol backscatter enhancement below clouds, and 
suppressed backscatter between clouds. Necessarily then, for cloud free profiles there is 
likely drier air and hence the mixed layer can continue to grow below saturation. If there is an 
aerosol layer aloft (such as detrainment layers at the top of the entrainment zone) a maximum 
aerosol backscatter or liquid cloud base will also bias the result. Finally, in very complex 
cases of free tropospheric aerosol transport just above there PBL, aerosol backscatter 
algorithms can key in on the wrong peak in aerosol backscatter. 
Based on the time series of Figure 6 coupled with the examples Figure 3 and 6 the SSEC 
HSRL deployment provided a unique dataset for understanding the dynamics of aerosol 
particles and clouds in the SEUS. Multiple studies are underway to quantitatively mine these 
data products for air quality, free tropospheric boundary layer dynamics, pyro convection, 
etc.. In the following section, specific examples of dominant aerosol behaviors to supplement 
our fair weather case are provided to help interpret the lidar time series data.   
4.0 Results and Discussion: Case examples of aerosol layering phenomenon.  
In Section 3 we provided an overview and time series of basic aerosol characteristics as 
derived from the UW HSRL. Included was a brief description of a “typical” baseline fair 
weather day of a mix of a polluted PBL with biomass burning smoke aloft. However, as 
observed in Figure 6, there is significant variability in aerosol vertical distribution over the 
study period. In this combined results and discussion section, we present three aerosol events 
that represent modes of variability that largely modulate this aerosol vertical structure at the 
site. These include: Section 4.1: Strong convective regime which decouples PM2.5 and AOT; 
Section 4.2: A classic early autumn frontal passage that clears a boundary layer air pollution 
event to explain dramatic decreases in AOT; and Section 4.3: A complex free tropospheric 
biomass burning smoke phenomenon, including convective injection to the top of troposphere 
by mesoscale convective systems that created significant spikes in AOT.  
4.1 Aerosol and cloud layering near convection, August 8, 2013. 
From the installation of the UW HSRL in mid-June, through the middle of September, the 
SEUS was in a typical summer time phase with periods of convective activity (e.g., see Toon 
et al., 2016 for an overview). The fair weather day of August 27
th
, 2013 presented in Section 
3.2 can be then contrasted with a canonical case convective enhancement as CBs passed 
through the area.  Often convective enhancement was a result of a combination of Gulf of 
Mexico moisture being advected northward into the region, with instability provided by 
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occasional weak cold fronts or waves propagating around the western monsoon from the 
northwest. This led to a removal of the large scale subsidence inversion (e.g, at 2.5 km in the 
August 27
th
 case), deeper convective clouds, and  loose lines of diurnally varying CBs often 
adverting southeast-ward through Tennessee to the Huntsville area. Occasionally, these CBs 
could be severe, with the local weather service noting up to 4 cm of precipitation in the 
course of a few hours. 
Here we examine August 8
th
, 2013 as representative of several sets of aerosol and cloud 
profiles in the vicinity of deep convection. That is, how a “fair weather” aerosol vertical 
distribution compares to a more convectively active period. For August 8
th
, model and 
trajectory analyses reject that western biomass burning smoke had influence in the region. 
Thus we can surmise that that this event demonstrates vertical redistribution of regional PBL 
aerosol particles into the lower free troposphere, and perhaps aqueous phase production of 
aerosol mass (Su et al., 2008; Jimenez- Escalona and Peralta, 2010; Wonaschutzen et al., 
2012; Eck et al., 2014; Wagener et al., 2015). Other cases that have aircraft data are a topic of 
a subsequent paper.  
The Aqua MODIS RGB image for August 8
th
 is provided in Figure 7(a), showing an area of 
thunderstorms that developed in Tennessee and began propagating to Huntsville (marked as a 
circle).  For context, included are SEAC
4
RS mission photos of cloud environments of more 
active convective phases, including an afternoon photo from Alabama on August 12
th
, 2013 
showing a series of altocumulus (Ac) shelves forming between the thunderstorm anvil above, 
and cumulus clouds below (Figure 7(b)), and another series of Ac clouds photographed on 
September 11, 2013 in eastern Texas that formed in the morning hours in a field of Cu to 
Cumulous Congestus-TCu (Figure 7(c)). In all of these images, we see complicated field of 
convective and altocumulus clouds of various heights.  August 8
th
, 2013 provides an excellent 
example of how aerosol particles are distributed in these convectively enhanced 
environments.  
A time series of aerosol backscatter for August 8
th
 is presented in Figure 7 (d) up to an 
altitude of 8 km to add detail for the middle free troposphere. As in Figure 6, altitude AOD 
components to the total AOT is presented using an Sa =55 sr in Figure 7(e) with our 
representative levels of <1.4 km, 1.4-2.7 km, 2.7-3.7 km, 3.7-4.5, 4.5-5 km and 5.5-10 km. 
Included are 532 nm AERONET fine mode AOTs processed with the SDA plus algorithm 
using level 1 data (level 1.5 or 2 data was unavailable due to thin cirrus of COD = ~0.03). 
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The HSRL and AERONET AOTs generally matched, with the HSRL‟s assumed lidar ratio of 
55 sr being perhaps ~20% low. Hourly surface PM2.5 from the CSN air quality station with 
390 m backscatter is given in Figure 7(f).  
Before the start of the time series, one precipitation cell passed through the area at ~22:00Z 
August 7
th
, reducing near surface PM2.5 concentrations from 16 to 1 g m
-3
 in one hour. PM2.5 
quickly increased to 6 g m-3, the start of the time series in Figure 7 (0Z UTC or 19:00 CDT 
just as the sun has set).  We consider this a suitable starting time of a diurnal cycle in a 
convectively active environment.  At sunset, estimated 532 nm AOTs were on the order of 
0.25. This is near to the daily average for our base case of August 27
th
.  However, unlike the 
27
th
, the HSRL suggests that only ~15-20% or aerosol backscatter is within the lowest 1.4 
km.   Instead, the remaining aerosol backscatter is largely equally partitioned in the 1.4-2.8 
km, 2.8-3.7 km, and 3.7-4.5 km altitude ranges. That is >80% of the total AOT is likely 
between 1.4 km and 4.5 km. Clearly visible in the nighttime hours is a nocturnal boundary 
layer, roughly 500 m in depth. PM2.5 and aerosol backscatter values were roughly constant 
during nighttime hours. Also relatively constant during the example period is a sharp 
delineation in aerosol backscatter at ~4 km. Notably, the radiosonde placed the 0
o
C level at 
4.2 km. As previously mentioned this level is a common level of enhanced stability in 
convective environments. For the fair weather case of Aug. 27
th
, the regional subsidence 
inversion at ~ 2.5 km MSL capped PBL development. In a similar way, we speculate that the 
0
o 
C and its tendency to cap CuMed and small TCu clouds acts similarly, making a 
functionally deep entrainment zone. Between the surface layer and the 0
o
C level, we see more 
variability in aerosol layering structure in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions.  
Clearly in this laminar free tropospheric regime, intrusions of aerosol particles injected aloft 
are being observed as they advect over the site.  
 A second interesting component in this scene is the high prevalence of Ac clouds, both above 
and below the 4.2 km 0
o
C level. These types of clouds are exemplified in those types in 
Figure 7(b) and (c), respectively.  Notably, Ac in the 4 to 6 km regime bear strong 
consistencies to detrainment shelves from CBs (Figure7(b)).  The exact origin of these 
shelves has not been actively studied, but they can be reproduced in cloud resolving models 
(e.g., Posselt et al. 2008). Current thinking is that they are related to the formation of 
inversions as snow and graupel melt once they fall below 0
o
C. These inversions formed from 
falling and melting ice then reduce detrainment from water and clouds in the updraft. Again, 
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for this particular case, the melting level is at 4.2 km and many warm Ac clouds are within 
1
o
C of this temperature.  Interestingly, these Ac clouds are all clearly embedded in clear 
aerosol layers.  Additional Ac clouds also appear at 5 to 6 km, corresponding to temperatures 
of -4 to -10
o
C. HSRL depolarization data suggests these clouds remain in liquid phase. So the 
causal mechanism may be due to cloud top detrainment from TCu rather than CB detrainment 
shelves. Interstingly, aerosol returns associated with these colder clouds are an order of 
magnitude less than their 0
o
C counterparts. This may be indicative of the amount of PBL air 
being detrained into the free troposphere by these different cloud types. 
Also in the very early morning hours are Ac clouds forming well below 0
o
C.  This case is 
exemplified by Figure 7(c); e.g., visible in the 2.5 to 3 km altitude range, such as at 16:00 
UTC. These Ac are not a result of detrainment from deep convection but, as discussed in 
Section 3.1, a result of moisture enhancement due cloud top detrainment from Cu. A layer of 
aerosol backscatter also accompanies these clouds. 
A clear transition from nighttime to daytime boundary layer structure is also visible in Figure 
7(c), with a developing boundary layer cloud structure initiating at 9:00 CDT similar to that 
of the base case of August 27
th
.  However, cloud returns and GOES cloud height (not shown), 
suggest by early afternoon boundary layer clouds are much deeper than their August 27
th
 
counterparts-up to the 0
o
C level.  Also in the morning and afternoon of August 8
th
, PM2.5 
concentrations grew by a factor of 4 from 6 to 24 g m-3. Aerosol backscatter grew likewise. 
AOT, however, grew by only by 25-50%, reaching a maximum of ~0.35.  Then as the next 
precipitating cell moved over Huntsville occurred at 22 Z August 8
th
, surface PM2.5 dropped 
to 1-2 g m-3. PM2.5 climbed back to 5 g m
-3
 by sunset 3 hours later.  We have a vertical 
profile not unlike the start of the timeseries, clean at the surface with an optically thick 
aerosol layer to the 0
o
C level.  Likewise, the cycle repeated the following day. For reference, 
readers can review a replot this timeseries over this period at the UW HSRL site at 
(http://hsrl.ssec.wisc.edu/ ; last accessed November 23, 2016). 
The August 8
th
 time series is interesting at a number of levels. First, these convective 
precipitation events rapidly reduce particle mass and extinction loadings at the surface yet are 
followed by a rapid recovery, notably in daylight hours. This may be due to emissions, 
secondary particle production, or simply transport from areas not experiencing precipitation. 
For August 8
th
, significant AOTs of 0.3-0.4 existed post storm despite the clean surface 
conditions and 72 hour back trajectories local to the SEUS. Thus these layers are likely an 
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indicator of significant detrainment or mixing around the storm by an apron of cumulus 
clouds. Regardless, AOT and surface PM2.5 are largely decoupled.  The August 8
th
 HSRL data 
also pose interesting questions related to the lifecycle and cloud impacts of aerosol particles 
in convective regimes. Clearly in post storm environments the aerosol layering structure 
becomes complex, with significant detrainment of aerosol particles into the lower free 
troposphere, dominating column AOT-even outside the more traditionally explanation of 
cloud halos. Finally, Figure 7 also highlights a largely unstudied field of aerosol particles as 
nuclei for and from Ac. Ac clouds are prevalent (Heymsfield et al., 1993; Parungo et al., 
1994; Sassen and Wang, 2012), accounting for 20-40% reports of clouds, but receive very 
little attention in the scientific community (Gedzelman, 1988). Past studies that have been 
done have focused on particles as ice nuclei, leading to glaciation in super-cooled Ac clouds 
(e.g., e.g., Sassen et al., 2003; Sassen and Khvorostyanov, 2008; Ansmann et al., 2009). 
However, warm Ac should be given more attention. Over 20 years ago Parungo et al., (1994) 
found that surface reports of clouds indicated an increase in mid-level cloudiness perhaps, 
they speculate, due to increased levels of aerosol particles. Based on the observations at 
Huntsville, clearly there are aerosol layers associated with warm Ac formation, with 
significant differences above and below the 0
oC height. Thus, we believe Parungo et al.‟s 
long standing hypothesis is a valid one, and also the topic of a subsequent paper. 
4.2 Simple frontal passage September 19-22, 2013 
The August 8
th
 and 27
th
 example days qualitatively represented much of the June through 
mid-September deployment. However, by mid-September until operations ceased in early 
November, temperatures dropped and weather patterns shifted to more fall-like frontal 
activity. With cooler temperatures, biogenic emissions significantly reduced, likewise 
reducing regional aerosol loadings during the SEAC
4
RS mission (Toon et al., 2106). The end 
of the burning season in the west also reduced the frequency of mid tropospheric aerosol 
layers (e.g., Figure 6).  Finally, a reduction in convection and reduced frequency and height 
of PBL clouds resulted in a 20-30% fractional increase in column AOT being attributed to the 
lowest 1.4 km. 
From a dynamics, aerosol chemistry, and data continuity perspective, the frontal passage of 
September 20
th
, 2013 demonstrates the transition of the aerosol environment from the 
summertime to fall regimes. A set of figures describing this event is presented in Figure 8. 
Included are MODIS Aqua RGB images for September 19
th
 and 21
st
 2013, in Figure 8(a) and 
(b), respectively, showing prefrontal and frontal passage. Corresponding 925 hPa winds (or 
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~725 m MSL, or 525 m AGL) representing mid mixed layer from the ECWWF reanalysis are 
provided in Figure 8(c) and (d), respectively.  Aerosol variability is presented in Figure 8(e) 
for the September 19
th
 , 18 Z to 22, 18 Z period as an aerosol backscatter time-height cross-
section from to 5 km MSL altitude. Notable is precipitation from frontal passage on 
September 20
th
, 0 to 15 Z. Layer AOD contributions to AOT and AERONET SDA plus 
processed 532 nm AOT for the example period is also shown with integrated aerosol 
backscatter from the HSRL for cloud free cases scaled to an inferred AOT using our baseline 
Sa of 55 sr (Figure 8(f)). In general the HSRL inferred and AERONET AOTs matched, with 
the HSRL lidar ratio of 55 sr being perhaps 15% too high for the later periods. To 
characterize surface PM2.5 and light extinction, the CSN PM2.5 monitoring site along with 
aerosol backscatter for a 90 m average 390 m MSL (190 m AGL) high bin is provided in 
Figure 8(g).  
In the lead up to frontal passage on the afternoon of September 19
th
, the region was under the 
influence of a strong high pressure system centered over Alabama with an associated 
inversion at ~2 km MSL. PBL and lower free tropospheric winds across the entire SEUS 
were light (2-5 m s
-1
, e.g., Figure 8(c)). This situation is not unlike the initial example of 
August 27
th
, 2013 used in Figure 3, 4 & 5, with some additional enhancement in the 
entrainment zone as described in Section 4.1. Thus a detailed description is not repeated here. 
In the afternoon of September 19
th
, there were scattered CuHu with cloud bases detected at 
~1.7 to 2 km MSL. AOT at 532 nm peaked at 0.28 and PM2.5 at 21 g m
-3
.  UW-HSRL scaled 
AOT using Sa=55 sr yielded an AOT on par with AERONET. The surface to the subsidence 
inversion (functionally the midday PBL height) accounted for >75% of integrated aerosol 
backscatter (or nominally AOT).  The remaining AOT was accounted for below the 4.3 
km/0
o
C level with trajectories suggesting likely origins of agricultural burning and pollution 
from the Mississippi Valley. By the next day (September 20
th
 18Z), the high had moved into 
Georgia and Northern Florida, and a cold front started its descent into the SEUS, bringing 
with it southwesterly winds to ~7 m s
-1
 and 10 m s
-1
 at 925 hPa and 700 hPa, respectively. 
These winds ventilated Alabama with southern Mississippi and Gulf of Mexico air.  
The UW HSRL detected virga and light rain at the Huntsville site at Sept 21
st
 ~3Z. 
Accompanying these rain showers were only slight decreases in PM2.5. The period of heavy 
rain began at September 21
st
 ~10Z and continued for three hours. At this point hourly PM2.5 
dropped to its lowest level during the deployment, 1.5 g m-3. Over the next several days 
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after frontal passage the region experienced clear skies (Figure 8(b)), northwesterly winds 
(Figure 8 (d)), and low AOTs (Figure 7 (f)). AERONET 532 nm AOT values reached a 
minimum as low as 0.035 by Sept 22
nd
. Above the mixed layer, air was exceptionally clean, 
with free tropospheric extinction of ~0.001-0.003 km
-1
 for Sa=55 sr, compared to Rayleigh 
scattering coefficient of 0.01 km
-1
. Even so, some light aerosol features are nevertheless 
visible in the aerosol backscatter signal.  The post frontal daytime mixed layer was shallow, 
0.5-1.2 km deep. A ~300 m deep nocturnal surface layer is also visible in the morning hours 
of Sept 21
st
.  Interestingly, unlike AOT, PM2.5 began to recover immediately after the 
precipitation event. In fact, when AOTs were at 0.05 at Sept 22 13Z, PM2.5 was at 15 g m
-3
 -
equal or above monthly average values.  
The above narrative nicely depicts aerosol dynamics in contrast to the convective regimes 
described earlier. The passing front not only locally cleaned the PBL, but associated wind 
shifts also advected a large cleaner free tropospheric air mass with it. The decoupling of 
surface PM2.5 from AOT is also clear owing to surface layer dynamics. Thus while long 
period climatologically analyses report some large scale covariance between AOT and PM2.5, 
(e.g., Wang and Christopher, 2003 to most recently Chu et al., 2015) this frontal case 
exemplifies the common observability limit of r
2
 of ~0.5 seen in correlation studies. This case 
also demonstrates the conclusions of Toth et al. (2014) that even using lidar backscatter data 
at altitudes to 400 m is still sometimes insufficient to improve surface monitoring.  
4.3 Free-troposphere biomass burning layers on June 23-25, 2013 
Severe drought conditions in 2013 led to an extensive 2013 biomass burning season in the 
Western United States. In June, significant burning activity occurred in Colorado and New 
Mexico, with fire activity shifting to California and the Pacific Northwest from late July 
through August (e.g., National Interagency Fire Center reports, https://www.nifc.gov/ and 
http://inciweb.nwcg.gov/ ). Free tropospheric aerosol layers were observed at the Huntsville 
site on most days in June through mid-September with indications from the trajectory 
analysis that they largely were of biomass burning origin. As discussed in Section 3 and Toon 
et al., (2016), the impact of fires on AOT over CONUS was quite visible in monthly MODIS 
AOT values, particularly August. While a more comprehensive study of biomass burning 
vertical characteristics and sources is outside of scope here, an example is given of the most 
dramatic biomass burning event observed during the UW HSRL deployment that 
demonstrated the multi-faceted behavior of such plumes.  
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The most significant biomass burning event observed at Huntsville occurred just after the 
start of operations, over the June 24
th
 to 25
th
 period with significant smoke advection into the 
SEUS at multiple levels up to 14 km. In fact, based on the regional AERONET deployment, 
this event resulted in the largest AOT spike over the entirety of the SEUS for all of 2013. Our 
analysis suggests the origins lay in severe wildfires in Colorado, namely the 7000 ha Black 
Forest fire south of Denver CO (Lat=39.0, Long =-104.8) and the 7000 ha West Fork 
Complex in the southern Rocky Mountains (Lat=37.5; Long=-106.9).  With high aerosol 
loadings to 14 km, we originally suspected pyro-convection as a contributor to this event 
(e.g., Fromm et al., 2003; 2010). However, as discussed below, we now believe this event 
was a result of smoke interacting with Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCSs) in a manner 
similar to the many cases of smoke being vertically transported throughout the tropospheric 
as analyzed in Guan et al., (2010).   
Contextual information on regional biomass burning smoke activity is provided in Figure 9, 
with aerosol backscatter and total depolarization information at Huntsville showing smoke to 
>13 km altitude being presented in Figure 10. The roots of this event occurred the night of 
June 21
st
 , with global multi species aerosol models (e.g., Sessions et al., 2015) and the 
NAAPS reanalysis (Lynch et al., 2016) forecasted smoke from multiple fires in Colorado 
being transported up into an MCS forming that night over Nebraska. At that point, the 
forecast global models failed to forecast smoke properly as they are not equipped to cope 
with a deep convective transport. However, we can see the result of this interaction in OMI 
OMAERUV –UV Aerosol Index Level 3 products for June 22nd and 23rd in Figure 9(a) and 
(b), respectively.  As discussed in Guan et al., (2010), Aerosol Index values in the 6-10 range 
are solid indicators of optically thick smoke in the upper troposphere. Also shown on Figure 
9(c) and (d)  are area-boxes corresponding to June 22 Terra MODIS and June 23 Aqua 
MODIS RGB images, respectively (Terra is used in Figure 9(c) due to better coverage).  
Clearly visible in the June 22
nd
 image is a region of darkened cirrus clouds in northern 
Nebraska and southern South Dakota behind an MCS, corresponding to Aerosol Index values 
of 8-10 in the OMI product. Also across the Nebraska to Kansas, a thinner belt of darkened 
cirrus and high Aerosol Index on the order of 9-10 also exists.  These values are consistent 
with the values found in Guan et al., (2010), owing to the presence of smoke at high altitude 
in highly reflective cirrus. All of these factors indeed enhance aerosol index (Torres et al., 
2007). Interestingly, the region of these hotspots also corresponds well to the map of like 
events in Guan et al., (2010) as a region of frequent smoke-MCS interaction. These events 
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were very far reaching, and serendipitously captured by a CALIPSO overpass at June 23
rd
 
~8:25 UTC who‟s track went along the east coast of Texas, though Missouri and over the 
Lake Superior (track over the corresponding Aqua MODIS 11 m m brightness temperature 
in Figure 9(e)). Corresponding CALIOP aerosol backscatter and depolarization curtains are 
subsequently shown in Figure 9(f) and (g), respectively. Cleary evident in Figure 9(f) is a 
midlevel tropospheric aerosol layer from 32-39
o
 N latitude at 4 to 6 km above a polluted 
PBL. Other strong but vertically limited smoke features are also visible from 38 to 42
o 
N 
including one layer at 14 km, and several from 6 to 10 km. These plumes slightly depolarized 
the lidar beam on the order of ~10%. At this point CALIPSO crossed directly over another 
MCS system, exiting over Lake Superior. North of the MCS lidar attenuated backscatter 
showed very strong returns from 48-53° N latitudes ranging from 8 to 13 km.  This feature, as 
well as the upper tropospheric 40
o
 N layer, was classified as cirrus cloud in the CALIOP V3.3 
vertical feature mask. However, examination of this feature in light of associated 
depolarization data, and inference from OMI aerosol index the afternoon after (e.g., Figure 
9(b)) suggests it is in fact detrainment from a second MCS with embedded cirrus at 10 km 
altitude. Between OMI and CALIOP, clearly the mid to late June timeframe was a remarkably 
active period of smoke convection interaction. Indeed, on subsequent days, this event was 
visible in OMI as far as Scandinavia and perhaps detected in eastern Europe (Markowicz et 
al., 2016). 
The UW HSRL captured the June continental scale smoke event with great clarity. Figure 
10(a) presents the June 23
rd
-25
th
, 2013 time-height cross section of aerosol backscatter to 15 
km, demonstrating exceptional aerosol structure throughout the free troposphere. This one 
case is largely responsible for several of the upper free tropospheric factors in Figure 1(c), 
including Factor 3. To distinguish smoke from cirrus clouds, backscatter depolarization is 
presented in Figure 10(b), with cirrus being clearly identifiable with depolarization higher 
than 20%, and typically on the order of 40%. In some particularly clean areas, anomalous 
enhancement in depolarization is visible due to signal to noise limitations (e.g., 9 km at June 
23
rd
, 6-12 Z).  
Within the time period of Figure 10(a), layering structure is seen in the free troposphere with 
plumes ranging from just above the PBL (2-3 km), to a significant plume at 11 to 13 km. 
While the AERONET site did not come online until June 25, 2013, simplified AOT 
contributions using the baseline Sa=55 sr, is provided in Figure 10(c), including a new range 
gate from 10-15 km. HSRL estimates are that column AOTs may have reached 0.5, with the 
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11-13 km plume causing the 10-15 km layer AOD to increase to 0.25, accounting for half of 
the total AOT. The following day, mid free tropospheric smoke layer AOD enhancements to 
the column were on the order of 0.1 to 0.15. However, smoke commonly has lidar ratios on 
the order of 70 (e.g., Burton et al., 2012). Thus, these HSRL estimates of smoke contributions 
to total AOT are likely low biased, perhaps as much as 30%.  
Finer atmospheric vertical structure for these events is presented in Figure 11, including two 
hour-averaged (a) aerosol backscatter and (b) depolarization for three largely cloud free 
periods, 24 June 2013, 6:00 UTC corresponding to the peak of the 11-13 km layer; 25 June 
2013, 18:00 UTC corresponding to the mid tropospheric event; and 24 June 2013, 12:00Z as 
an intermediate period. While SEACONs radiosondes would not be deployed for another 
forty days, the Birmingham radiosonde site 150 km to the south is available. However, the 
11-13 km plume event fits between the 0:00 and 12:00 UTC releases, and by 26 June 23 0:00 
UTC, the event was largely over. Despite these timing and location differences, the 
radiosonde observations provide some insight into tropospheric vertical structure at the 
synoptic level. 
Considering first the free tropospheric aerosol event from June 24
th
 0 to 12 Z, strong aerosol 
backscatter was observed from 6 to 13 km in two key layer objects above a typical polluted 
PBL. The first layer, from 6 to 10 km has a backscatter of ~5x 10
-7
 (m sr)
-1
 corresponding to a 
nominal 532 nm extinction of 0.03 km
-1
 and layer AOD of ~0.12. Notable in this layer is a 
lightly elevated depolarization ratio of 8-10%, versus 2-3% in the PBL below. Such slight 
depolarization has been noted in smoke plumes before (Burton et al., 2012) and is consistent 
with the CALIOP depolarization of smoke in Figure 9(e). At the topmost level, the 11-13 km 
plume of backscatter is up against the base of the tropopause inversion from the temperature 
and virtual potential temperature plots of Figure 11(c) and (d). Even after this core event has 
ended, some traces of layers near the tropopause are visible until 26
th
 June 2013 0Z, even as 
high as 14.5 km, well within the inversion. 
HSRL depolarization also provides some insight into aerosol characteristics. Overall in the 
plume aerosol depolarization is at ~12%, slightly higher than the smoke in lower levels. 
Interestingly, from Figure 10(b), embedded within this upper level plume (~1:00 and 10:00 
UTC) are two areas of highlighted depolarization indicative of cirrus, with values on the 
order of 25-50%. The characteristics of these clouds are consistent with tropopause transition 
layer (TTL) cirrus in the vicinity of deep convection (e.g., Winker et al., 1998; Garrett et al., 
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2004; Fueglistaler et al., 2009). Other cirrus clouds in the scene are at lower altitudes (~10-12 
km) and have higher depolarizations of nearly up to 50%. But even for the same altitude, 
clearly the cirrus within the smoke plume has a lower depolarization ratio, perhaps related to 
aerosol effects.  
A second event was advected over the site over the entirety of June 25
th
, 2013. In this case, 
two individual layers are visible as well, from 4 to 6 km and a smaller secondary plume from 
6 to 7 km.  These plumes are also slightly depolarizing. Comparing these aerosol backscatter 
profiles with the soundings from Birmingham, the aerosol layers were in association with 
notably, the 0
o
C mid latitude inversion serving as a boundary.  
Figure 10 and 11 demonstrate that optically significant biomass burning layers could appear 
anywhere in the free troposphere with fine structure in vertical extent on the order of 100s of 
meters. Also from Figure 6 there was a proclivity for these layers to be separated by the ~ 4.5 
km/ 0
o
C level over the course of the deployment (note the separation of plumes right at ~4.2 
km). In general, for smaller and moderate events, this level of stability is consistent with 
plume rise observations. For example, Martin et al., (2010) saw a mean of plume rise values 
for North American biomass burning at 4.2 km. While they recognized this altitude of 
stability, they did not recognize the special significance that this level corresponds to ~0
o
C. 
Even so although smoke plumes tended to be near or below the 0
o
C line, particularly strong 
plumes or plumes interacting with deep convection can clearly penetrate the upper free 
troposphere or even reach altitudes well within the tropopause. Based on visual inspection of 
data (as shown on Figure 6 and visible on the UW HSRL website), smoke was found above 
10 km on 7 occasions, including the example shown here. In particular, July 8
th
-10
th
, July 
28
th
-30
th
, and August 14
th
-16
th
, are equally dramatic in their complex layering structure 
through the troposphere. 
5.0 Summary and Conclusions  
The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the deployment of the University of 
Wisconsin 532 nm wavelength High Spectral Resolution Lidar (UW-HSRL) to the University 
of Alabama Huntsville (UAH) National Space Sciences Technology Center (NSSTC) 
Regional Atmospheric Profiling Center for Discovery (RAPCD) lidar facility from June 19
th
 
through November 4
th
, 2013. This deployment, sponsored by the NASA Cloud-Aerosol Lidar 
and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) science team, was part of the 
NASA Southeast United States based Studies of Emissions & Atmospheric Composition, 
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Clouds & Climate Coupling by Regional Surveys (SEAC
4
RS) mission, and collinear with a 
portion of the Southeast Atmosphere Study (SAS). This sensitive HSRL system provided first 
ever diurnal monitoring of well-calibrated aerosol backscatter in the Southeast United States 
(SEUS) aerosol regime and provided an excellent narrative on summertime SEUS aerosol 
dynamics. The UW-HSRL deployment to Huntsville was an anchor point of the ground 
network of the SEAC
4
RS campaign. We gave a detailed description of the system as well as 
other coincident ground, airborne and space based data collections.  Notably the UAH lidar 
facility also hosted an Aerosol Robotic NETwork (AERONET) sun photometer and, during 
the early August late September SEAC
4
RS campaign, near daily afternoon ozonesonde 
releases were made as part of the Southeast American Consortium for Intensive Ozonesonde 
Network Study (SEACIONS). A nearby Chemical Speciation Network (CSN) measurement 
station also provided surface particulate matter data. The Huntsville site was within 15 km of 
a CALIPSO orbit crossover point, and in the middle of MISR orbit paths.  
This paper provides the foundation for numerous ongoing studies utilizing the datasets 
described herein. Here wedemonstrated the systems utility and identified canonical aerosol 
features and modes of variability commonly observed during the deployment.  It is hoped that 
this analysis will provide some phenomenological context to the challenge of monitoring air 
quality or cloud condensation nuclei from space. A static 55 sr lidar ratio reconstructed 
overall AOT well, and a principle component analysis (PCA) was performed to identify 
covarying aerosol layers. Vertical correlations of factors were on the order of 1750 m for PBL 
factors, reducing to 200-900 m aloft for factors associated with individual layers or events. 
These factors guided the overall height binning for the analysis.  Using an example day of 
August 27
th
, 2013, a narrative is provided as to the nature of the UW-HSRL data to 
demonstrate typical boundary layer and free tropospheric pollution and biomass burning 
features. This information, coupled with AOT, surface particulate matter, and trajectory 
analyses, is then used to generate a deployment time series of aerosol and boundary layer 
features. Finally three examples of aerosol phenomena are given that represent key aspects of 
the SEUS aerosol environment: 1) convective regimes; 2) frontal regimes; and 3) long range 
transport of biomass burning smoke. Key findings include: 
1) Huntsville was in the middle of the SEUS haze belt with relatively flat topography, 
and thus was likely representative in overall aerosol structure for the region. Average 
summertime 532 nm AOTs from AERONET at the site were on the order of ~0.2, with peaks 
as high as 0.55, and troughs as low as 0.025. Mean aerosol backscatter profiles were as 
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expected based on other numerous airborne reports in the region: increasing to the top of the 
mixed layer (~1.2 km AGL/1.4 km MSL), with a decay to the middle troposphere. On 
average ~50% of total AOT can be attributed to the mixed layer taken as 1.2 km AGL by the 
PCA analysis. Based on trajectory analyses and regional AOT maps, the surface was likely 
largely dominated by local anthropogenic/biogenic haze although local agricultural burning 
contributions are also likely. Backscatter and PM2.5 in the 2013 summertime mixed layer 
peaked in August and September during the SEAC
4
RS campaign. In the free troposphere, 
biomass burning plumes from an intense 2013 burning season were frequently observed 
throughout the study period, with the most significant event occurring in late June, but with 
the highest frequency in August.  
2) When taken as an average, aerosol backscatter peaks at the top of the mixed layer and 
decays from the top of the mixed layer into the free troposphere.  However complex 
dynamics of the PBLs‟ mixed layer and entrainment zone were clearly evident in the dataset. 
Clear air columns, presumably drier downdrafts, are also visible in between clouds extending 
from clouds through much of the mixed layer. While such features are commonly observed in 
the literature, the UW-HSRL data, to the best of our knowledge, provides the best precision to 
date of such complex structure with sensitivity to very tenuous aerosols features having 
backscatter cross-sections smaller than the background molecular scattering. The PCA 
analysis suggests PBL‟s typical entrainment zone accounted for an additional ~25% of the 
overall AOT  (that is ~75% of total variance is explained by typical PBL heights). While 
clouds are often thought of as having “halos,” UW-HSRL observations demonstrate cloud 
outflow in the entrainment zone is in the form of spatially correlated detrainment layers. 
Indeed, observable downdrafts between fair weather clouds demonstrate that if such halos 
exist, they are very close to the cloud boundary.  Finally, during fair weather periods the top 
of entrainment zone (and presumably the PBL) was capped by regional large scale subsidence 
(often ~2.4-3 km MSL/2.2-2.8 km AGL). During convectively active regimes the 0
o
C level 
(~4.8-5.2 km MSL altitude), the location of well-known increased stability, acts as a cap for 
warm fair weather boundary layer clouds. 
3) Even in the presence of large scale subsidence and shallow entrainment zones, the 0oC 
level also commonly delineated aerosol layering phenomena between the upper and lower 
free troposphere.  “Warm” free tropospheric layers below this level were populated by long 
range smoke transport and plumes of deposited aerosol particles and moisture by clouds, 
accounting for 5-15% of AOT.  Often multiple cloud and aerosol layers were present. Warm 
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altocumulus with associated aerosol layers were also frequently observed at the top of the 
PBL and within the warm free troposphere, which leads to questions of possible aerosol cloud 
relationships in this important cloud genus. Above 0
o
C, smoke layers from the Pacific 
Northwest were observed.  In several cases, dense plumes were observed in the upper free 
troposphere (above 0
o
C) to the base of the tropopause at ~13 km, accounting for the 
remaining ~10-15% of AOT variance. In the case study shown (June 22-24
th
) smoke from a 
Colorado fire intersected with a Midwest mesoscale convective system (MCS) resulting in 
particularly strong injection to as high as 13 km. Some of the outflow of this event was so 
attenuating it was flagged as cirrus cloud in Version 3.3 CALIPSO retrievals. The preliminary 
results from this dataset suggest that topmost troposphere injections of smoke by MCSs may 
be a relative common occurrence during periods of significant fire emissions. 
 
4) The diurnal monitoring of the aerosol backscatter profile combined with PM2.5 data 
from the nearby CSN monitoring station provide significant insight into AOT-PM2.5 
relationships in fair weather, convective, and frontal regimes alike. Examples provided give 
very clear demonstrations of how PBL surface layer aerosol properties are often decoupled 
from column AOT and provide perspective on trying to separate aerosol and humidity effects 
in entrainment zones and convective regimes (e.g., Jeong and Li, 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Ford 
and Heald, 2013). Indeed, our findings are consistent with the CALIPSO based study of Toth 
et al., (2014) that even correlations between lidar attenuated backscatter as low as 400 m 
AGL with PM2.5 measurement at best have an r
2
 value of 0.6. For example, during frontal 
passage, layer AOT fractions aloft can be substantially diminished. Post frontal passage, AOT 
can remain low, but surface layer PM2.5 recovers much more quickly. During convective 
events, there is clear evidence of pumping of mixed layer air into the free troposphere in deep 
and irregular entrainment zones, further reducing correlations.  
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Figure captions: 
 
 
Figure 1. (a) Estimated lidar ratio (Sa) by comparing integrated HSRL aerosol backscatter to 
AERONET AOT. (b) Regression of HSRL inferred AOT using a static Sa=55 sr compared to 
AERONET. (c) Altitude correlations to the PCA factors listed in table 1.  (d) correlations of 
the factor reconstructed 532 nm AOT using Sa=55 sr against the total HSRL integrated value 
for (blue) the first two factors, and (red) the first 10 factors. 
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Figure 2. Summary continental United States data for the June-October, 2013 study period. 
Included are (a) Monthly average aerosol backscatter profiles for all cloud free HSRL 
measurement profiles to 10 km, with crossover points for PCA factors marked in orange. (b) 
Aerosol Optical Thickness form the Terra MODIS level 3 combined dark target MODIS 
product. Marked in a circle is the Huntsville AL site. (c) Krigged composite of PM2.5 and the 
ratio of sulfate to organic carbon based on CSN and IMROVE filter data from the method of 
Hand et al., (2012). (e),(f),& (g) HYSPLIT back trajectories every 3 days for 1 km, 4.5 km 
and 10 km, respectively.  
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Figure 3. (a) UW-HSRL aerosol backscattering time height cross-section for the morning 
through late afternoon of 27
th
 August, 2013. Radiosonde release at 18:30 is marked as an 
orange line. (b) Corresponding Aqua MODIS image of the region at ~18:30 UTC/13:30 CDT. 
(c) Aerosol backscatter profile for the 18:30 UTC radiosonde release. (d)-(g) Radiosonde 
profiles of (d) temperature & dew point; (e) potential virtual temperature; (f) relative 
humidity; (g) water vapor mixing ratio.  
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Figure 4. A 20-hour period of simultaneous HSRL and Ozone lidar data collection that 
includes the example day period of Figure 3. This period corresponds to a ~ 5 km smoke 
layer over a classic southeast US boundary layer.  
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Figure 5. Rescaled and annotated data presented in Figure 3 to enhance visibility of key PBL 
features. (a) UW-HSRL aerosol backscatter; (b) Temperature and dew point; (c) Relative 
humidity; (d) Water vapor mixing ratio. Also shown are the Aqua MODIS cloud top (e) 
heights and (f) temperatures over the same area as in Figure 3(b). 
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Figure 6. Time series of the Huntsville site for 1 June through 1 November, 2013. (a) 
Collocated AERONET SDA Plus deconvolution of fine and total AOT at 532 nm; (b) Surface 
PM2.5 from the nearby CSN site ; (c) Daily average HSRL inferred layer AODs assuming a 
static lidar ratio (Sa)=55 str for all cloud free cases to 10 km. Also, cases of smoke observed 
the 10 km level are marked in pink; (d) Daily averaged HSRL inferred layer fraction of 
integrated aerosol backscatter; (e) HSRL inferred mixed layer height and cloud base from 
HSRL returns for 18:30 UTC each day. 
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Figure 7. (a) Regional Aqua MODIS RGB for August 8, 2013 13:30 UTC. (b) & (c) Example 
altocumulus cloud pictures taken during SEAC
4
RS showing formation from deep convection 
and mediocris, respectively. (d) 532 nm Aerosol backscatter time-height plot of August 8, 
2013 in a convective regime. (e) Corresponding hourly average 532 nm layer HSRL inferred 
AODs and AERONET fine mode AOTs. (f) Corresponding CSN site PM2.5 and 532 nm 
HSRL 390 m MSL aerosol backscatter.  
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Figure 8. Time series data of a frontal passage at the Huntsville lidar site over the period of 
Sept. 19 18 Z through Sept. 22 18Z. Included are (a) and (b) Aqua MODIS RGB images for 
18 Z on Sept. 19 at the peak of AOT over the past week followed by Sept 21, 18 Z just as the 
front was passing Huntsville. (c) and (d) ECMWF reanalysis 925 hPa winds corresponding to 
the MODIS images in (a) and (b) respectively. (e) UW-HSRL time series for aerosol 
backscatter; (f) AERONET derived 532 nm total and fine AOT with HSRL inferred AOT for 
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cases of cloud free columns to 10 km and an assumed lidar ratio of 55 sr. (g) Hourly PM2.5 
data from the CSN air quality site with HSRL aerosol backscatter at 390 m MSL, or ~190 m 
AGL. 
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Figure 9. OMI, MODIS and CALIOP views the regional biomass burning environment 
leading to the June 24-25 smoke events at Huntsville. (a) and (b) OMI UV Aerosol Index (AI) 
for the afternoon of June 22 and 23, respectively showing high values (>5) of locations where 
smoke has been lofted to the upper troposphere.  Marked in yellow are boxes of the regions 
for (b) and (c) of Terra MODIS RGB image for June 22
nd
  and 23rd showing smoke ingested 
in a convective systems. Visible are two major smoke features, including significant 
darkening of cirrus by intermingled smoke in northern Nebraska and South Dakota, and a 
leader of smoke in southern Kansas into Oklahoma, also with embedded cirrus. For June 23rd 
showing the movement of convection into Missouri and Illinois with smoke also visible from 
the southern leader in the Mississippi Valley. (e) CALISPO track over the region for June 23
rd
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8:20-8:25 UTC (e.g., between the 22
nd
 and 23
rd
) over MODIS Aqua Channel 31 (11 m); 
with (f) and (g) corresponding CALIOP 532 nm attenuated backscatter and depolarization. 
Note, in southern latitudes, (e.g., 35-40 degrees), filaments of some are visible, including a 5 
and 13 km plume which we suspect is associated with the Huntsville observation. Also 
visible in this data is a massive upper level smoke detrainment event in the 10-13 km range, 
suspected to be associated with the smoke over northern Nebraska visible in (a).  
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Figure 10. Time series of the most significant biomass burning event to reach the Huntsville 
lidar site. Included are HSRL (a) aerosol backscatter; (b) depolarization; and (c) incremental 
inferred aerosol optical depth assuming a baseline lidar ratio (Sa) of 55 sr. 
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Figure 11. (a) & (b) Aerosol backscatter and depolarization from the Huntsville HSRL 
capturing the vertical profile of biomass burning smoke in the free troposphere. Included is 
corresponding sounding data from the Birmingham radiosonde station 150 km to the south of 
Huntsville for (c) temperature and dew point; (d) potential virtual temperature; (e) relative 
humidity; and (f) mixing ratio. 
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Figure A.1. Monthly average MODIS AOT form the combined Dark target level 3 product. 
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Figure A.2. HYSPLIT back trajectories spawned every 3 hours over the Huntsville lidar site.  
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Table 1. Principle Component Analysis with Varimax rotation outcomes for aerosol 
backscatter. Included are component eigenvalues, the peak correlation altitude, the 
cumulative variance in backscatter explained, and cumulative variance explained against 
inferred AOT assuming a lidar ratio of 55 sr. To convert from mean sea level (MSL) altitude 
to local Above Ground Level (AGL) subtract 200 m. 
 
Factor Eigenvalue Peak Correlation 
Altitude (MSL)* 
Cumulative 
variance 
explained-
backscatter 
Cumulative 
variance 
explained 
AOT (55 sr) 
1 26.5 2030 m 24% 35% 
2 19.3 410 m 42% 71% 
3 11.6 7340 m 52% 72% 
4 7.3 8500 m 59% 81% 
5 5.5 4200 m 64% 86% 
6 4.8 8700 m 68% 88% 
7 4.1 4730 m 72% 89% 
8 3.2 8150 m 75% 90% 
9 2.5 6440 m 77% 92% 
10 2.3 5500 m 80% 92% 
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Table 2. Pairwise calculations of mean and standard deviation of AERONET Total AOT, 
AERONET Fine Mode AOT, 440-670 nm Angstrom exponent, surface PM2.5, HSRL 
integrated backscatter inferred AOT *assuming Sa=55 sr), and aerosol backscatter by 
layer. 
 
 
 
 June July August September October 
532 nm AOT 0.18+/-0.09 0.16+/-
0.05 
0.26+/-0.08 0.18+/-0.15 0.10+/-0.06 
532 nm Fine AOT 0.13+/-0.07 0.15+/-
0.05 
0.23+/-0.08 0.17+/-0.14 0.09+/-0.06 
Ångstrom 
Exponent 
1.53+/-0.19 1.74+/-
0.21 
1.6+/-0.19 1.87+/-0.16 1.82+/-0.16 
PM2.5 (g m
-3
) 13+/-3 11+/-3 15+/-4 15+/-5 10+/-4 
      
Average 
Backscatter 
     
Inferred AOT (55 
sr) 
0.19+/-0.06 0.14+/-
0.04 
0.19+/-0.06 0.17+/-0.10 0.09+/-0.04 
<1.4 km (Mm sr)
-1
 1.17+/-0.35 1.02+/-
0.41 
1.29+/-0.40 1.25+/-0.65 0.75+/-0.41 
1.4-2.8 km 0.67+/-0.28 0.41+/-
0.15 
0.74+/-0.47 0.58+/-0.64 0.08+/-0.17 
2.8-3.7 km 0.34+/-0.14 0.20+/-
0.15 
0.29+/-0.19 0.30+/-0.27 0.08+/-0.06 
3.7-4.5 km 0.21+/-0.12 0.13+/-
0.12 
0.20+/-0.21 0.21+/-0.23 0.06+/-0.04 
4.5-5.5 km 0.15+/-0.12 0.10+/-
0.09 
0.13+/-0.20 0.10+/-0.1 0.04+/-0.01 
5.5-10 km 0.06+/-0.05 0.04+/-
0.03 
0.04+/-0.02 0.03+/-0.01 0.02+/-0.01 
      
Layer Fraction      
<1.4 km 0.45+0.07 0.52+0.12 0.48+0.09 0.56+0.13 0.58+0.13 
1.4-2.8 km 0.27+0.08 0.23+0.06 0.27+0.10 0.20+0.11 0.22+0.10 
2.8-3.7 km 0.10+0.02 0.09+0.06 0.09+0.05 0.09+0.04 0.07+0.04 
3.7-4.5 km 0.06+0.02 0.04+0.03 0.04+0.05 0.05+0.04 0.03+0.02 
4.5-5.5 km 0.04+0.02 0.04+0.03 0.04+0.05 0.04+0.04 0.03+0.01 
5.5-10 km 0.08+0.05 0.08+0.04 0.06+0.03 0.06+0.04 0.07+0.06 
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